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SGA can d id a te s  d eb a te  vital issues
SCÌA Executive Hoard candidates v a i ting to answer questions yesterday afternoon.
/ty Tom Tracy
The SGA debates w ere held on 
W ednesday at the Student C en ter Quad. 
T he even t was attended by approxi­
mately 100 people.
N om inees for president, vice presi­
dent, secretary, treasurer and board of 
T rustees (HOT) alternate w ere on hand 
to state their positions and respond to 
questions from a panel of studen ts.
The panel consisted of curren t SGA 
vice-president April S teinm etz, Class 
One C oncerts president Brian Cosgrove 
and Montc/arion Kditor-in-Chicf Greg 
M acSwcency.
In addition to the panelists, students 
from the audience were also allowed to 
ask the candidates questions.
The debate  was m oderated hv acting 
attorney general of the SGA Lawrence 
Ramsey.
T h e  nom ineesforpresidentarc Mike 
Roessner, Paola Ciappina and Francois 
Dander.
Roessner gave an anim ated opening
statem ent in which he stated that he 
was the “student advocate” and wished 
to “bring the buzz” hack to M S I’.
Roessner stated that since he is the 
director of Class I programming this 
year, he wishes to improve program­
ming on a whole and initiate “w eekend 
program ming involving organizations 
like L A S O and  OSAU.”
11 is goals are to improve relations 
with Class II and Class III organizations 
and work to install an “Inter-Puhlicitv 
C om m ittee.”
C iappina wishes to “instill pride in 
all s tuden ts ,” and find a way to better 
inform com m uter students o f the events 
occurring on campus through a mailing 
system.
I Icr goals are to begin m olding stu­
dents w hen they are freshm en by as­
signing them  an academic advisor so 
they w on’t have to “feel in tim idated” 
when trying to find an advisor.
C iappina would also like to better 
define the term SGA, Incorporated.
“T he  governm ent should serve as 
lobbyists for the students, and the in­
corporated stands for our ability to run 
the SGA as a business.”
A form erattornev general o fth e  SGA, 
Dander replied that he would be “readily 
available” next year because he only 
has ten credits left to take.
When asked about a com m ent that 
he had m ade at an open forum on free 
speech M onday night by M acSw cency 
concerning the burningof issues o f th e  
Montc/arion, D ander said that he was 
not advocating students to “ run out 
and burn copies of the paper,” but 
rather s ta ting  that if such an ev en t did 
occur, it is the “students who should 
sanction the students, not the adm in ­
istration.”
Dander also talked ofoffcringa “free 
elective” for students involved in the 
SGA and utilizing the teachers on cam ­
pus to help publicize Campus events.
The nom inees for vice-president arc 
Julio M orenco and Amy Fisher. Both 
expressed that they were willing to work 
with w hoever became president and 
wanted top attem pt to better control 
the m eetings of the SGA.
Morenco stated that he would “use 
his experience from running m y frater­
nity m eetings” to aid in his ability to 
control the SGA meetings.
Another o f his main goals is to enact 
a student self-defense program that 
would be funded in part by SGA fees 
and would be “totally free” for any s tu ­
dent that w anted to attend.
Fisher, when asked by S teinm etz  
what she would do in the event that she 
had to assum e the responsibilities of 
being president, said that she would 
attem pt “to keep  the ide­
als of the president who is 
elected.”
O thcrgoals o f Fishcrare to find a w ay 
to voice her opinions at SGA m eetings 
and search for a better way to m anage 
the M iscellaneous Transportation Ac­
count.
“I want the organizations that take­
out money to a ttem pt to put some back 
in,” she said.
Lauren Pvtlcski, running unopposed 
for secretary stressed that she would 
work hard to “ have people want to be 
involved.”
She also discussed her feelings on 
the SGA scholarship fund and vowed to 
make an a ttem p t to “stop student apa­
thy."
Pvtlcski expressed an interest in “ge t­
ting the faculty more involved on cam ­
pus."
The race for Treasurer will also be 
anticlimactic because Jane I .oakc is run­
ning unopposed.
When asked by MacSwcency if she 
would save the  SGA money or spend it 
in the best in terest of the studen ts, 
Loake replied that she would “spend 
the money, bu t not waste it.”
Some o f her o ther main goals are to 
com m unicate with all organizations and 
reduce the  stigm a that the SGA trea­
surer has gained over the years as being 
a “prick.”
Steve Buendia, running unopposed 
for BOT alternate, a non-voting posi­
tion expressed that lie was “eager to 
learn and work w ith Natalee Vaccaro,” 
the student voting member of the B O T  
next year.
When asked if his involvement in other 
campus organizations would affect his 
judgement, Buendia replied that he could 
“put aside his personal feelings.”
BOT votes against police gun policy
by Anne Johansen
Flic Board of T rustees voted against 
a plan by the campus police to be armed 
with guns.
Several m em bers representing the 
campus police spoke on their behalf 
before the final vote.
Robert Becker, an attorney for the 
New Jersey Law Knforccm ent Support 
Association, said that while it may not 
reduce crim e on campus, guns were and 
“essential item  of equ ipm en t” for po­
lice because of the risks involved in 
their line of work.
Sgt. Raid Cell said that guns would 
be “a defensive weapon not an offen­
sive w eapon.”
Cell said, “All campus police have- 
graduated from a police academ y,” and 
they have been psychologically and 
physically screened before em ploym ent 
so that no one should worry about cam ­
pus police behaving irresponsibly.
W eapons u'ould be put in a locked 
box w hen the officers leave campus 
after their shift. Cell said.
Part o f the problem is that people do 
not consider campus police to be “real” 
police because they are not armed., so 
students have punched officers and at­
tacked them  with tire irons.
Cell said that the board m em bers do 
not realize the risks involved in officer’s 
jobs.
T h o m a s  Russo, Police C h ie f  of 
M ontclair, also spoke on behalf of the 
campus police. I le said that w henever 
a serious crime occurs on cam pus, the 
M ontclair police must be called in to 
assist the m atter because cam pus police 
arc not arm ed. This is not always prac­
tical because Montclair police m ight be 
responding to crimes in another part of 
town.
Russo said that the cam pus is not 
im m une to the threat of violent crime.
On the  m orning after 
the  m u rd e rs  at the 
Montclair post office, a tip 
w'as r e c e iv e d  by the 
Montclair police that the 
suspect was hiding in one 
of MSU’s dorms.
Russo said he feared 
for the safety of the stu­
dents and contacted the 
campus police and they 
planned to hold a fire drill 
to get the students safely 
out o f do rm s w ithout 
arousing suspicion.
T he plan w'as never 
carried out because an­
other tip was received that 
led the police to appre­
hending the  suspect in 
East Orange, Russo said.
c o n t in u e d  o n  p . 8
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Free Pregnancy Testing & Counseling 
Matemity/Baby Clothing & Furnishings 
Child Birth Classes 
Post-Abortion Support Groups 
Single Moms Support Groups 
Parenting Skills Program
All Services FREE - A ll Services Confidential 
24-hour Answering Service (201) 538-0967
82 Speedwell Ave. 
Morristown
1330 Hamburg Tpke. 
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Bomb kills 20; injures 200; OSAU invites contro- 
casualties expected to rise versial Jeffries to speak
by Victoria Ca/c/es
On W ednesday, April 19, at approxi- 
m ately9a.m . the Alfred P. M urrah Fed­
eral Building, a nine story Federal office 
building in Oklahoma C ity, w here more 
than 500 people work, was bom bed with 
what is believed to he a car bom b. T he 
blast gouged a nine-story hole in the 
downtown building.
T h e  building houses a day-care cen­
ter, offices of Social Security Adminis­
tration, General Accounting office, G en­
eral Services adm inistration. D rug E n­
forcem ent administration, Small Busi­
ness adm inistration, Bureau o f Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms and Secret Ser­
vice am ong others.
At press time casualties are 20 dead, 
includingscvcntccn children. More than 
200 have been injured, 58 critically, and 
300 m ore are still unaccounted for.
A uthorities said bodies seen in the 
wreckage are not included in the death 
toll yet. Rescue workers in Oklahoma 
City are crawling over corpses to get 
people w ho arc still alive in the bombed 
federal building.
T h e y  are finding corpses pinned 
under concrete and steel in the  rubble. 
One O klahom a City fire official says 
firefighters have been com ing out in 
tears, frustrated that they cou ldn ’t get 
in the building earlier. T h e  official says 
a surgical team inside was perform ing 
an am putation.
A wom an, who had been working on 
the third floor, ended up p inned  under 
rubble in the basement for five hours. 
She was awake when she was carried to 
an am bulance.
In W ashington, P resident Clinton
called the bombers “Evil Cowards,” and 
A ttorney General Janet Reno said gov­
e rnm en t would seek the death  penalty 
against them .
The Clinton Administration ordered 
tigh tened  security at Federal Buildings 
throughout the country and dispatched 
law enforcem ent investigators to the 
scene.
C lin ton spoke gravely as he declared, 
“W e will find the people who did this.” 
C linton has ordered an inter-agency 
group to oversee the federal response.
H e says those behind the suspected 
car bom bing in Oklahoma C ity arc kill­
ers and m ust be treated that way, and lie 
says w hen they’re found, “Justice will 
be swift, certain and severe.”
F.B.I. spokesman Bob Ricks says law 
enforcem ent agencies have received 
hundreds of tips related to the case.
T h e  F.B.I. refuses to speculate about 
a cause of the blast, or who is respon­
sible. Ricks says a 20 foot wide crater 
outside of the building w ill be exam­
ined by the F.B.I.’s top explosive ex­
perts.
O klahom a City Mayor Ron Norick 
says the site will be cordoned off the 
days, l ie  wants anyone who was in the 
build ing at the time of the explosion to 
contact authorities.
At the  United N ations, Secretary- 
G eneral Boutros Boutros-Ghali issued a 
s ta tem en t saying lie was, “ Horrified at 
the loss of innocent lives. Especially 
young children. Caused by this cow­
ardly a ttack .”
T h e re ’s no im m ediate claim of re­
sponsibility for the attack. It is the dead­
liest U.S. bombing in 75 years.
OSAU announces
African Family Festival
by Kart Richardson
If you are interested in harm ony, you 
should a ttend  the Organization of Stu­
dents for African U nity’s “ ‘UJIM A’: 
African Fam ily Festival” this Saturday, 
April 22 from 10a.m. to 6:30 p.m . in the 
am phitheater.
E n tertainers such as C hannel Live, 
Sister Griots, Sm iff-n-W essun, DeLacy 
Davis, Mr. Wise, and the O.S.A.U. Gos­
pel E nsem ble  will perforin.
W ayne D ennis, v ice-p residen t of 
O.S.A.U., says that M Sll s tuden ts  arc- 
known for their apathy, w hen it comes 
to im portan t events.
I Ie said, “People are m ore apt to 
come out w hen it’s about pleasure and 
not abou t stim ulating their m inds.” 
D ennis hopes that the  turn-out for 
the festival will prove him wrong.
In the past, Dennis said that people 
have been  more interested in frivolous
gatherings than in im portant events to 
im prove communication and unity be­
tw een different ethnic groups.
W ayne quoted El Hajj Malik El 
Shabazz (Malcolm X) as saying, “T he 
key to our success is our unity, but you 
just d o n ’t know it.”
I rem em ber growing up with all my 
brothers, and how we connected with 
my fatherand motheras a family. Maybe 
others will feel a similar bond, if they 
take the  tim e to attend the African Fam­
ily Festival.
R em em ber going to the movies on a 
Saturday with friends in your old neigh­
borhood, and your friend’s mom would 
p robab ly  m ake ya’II so m eth in g  for 
lunch?
T h e  African Family Festival hopes 
to recapture the sentim ent of that time 
and place, while recognizing that we arc- 
nearing the twenty-first century.
orsnm sos ¡Raw wasviuw?-
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•I'W5 PAUL ROBESON BANQUET*
GUEST SPEAKER
OK. LIJO ISA It I) JIT  FRIES
NAIMA DUNKINIREVOUTIONARV POKTRV)
JAZZ BY KEITH MARX
"ONE PERSON 
CAN MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE" 
'ItOW IMPORTANT 
IT IS TO BELRIVE 
IN ONESELF'
-SEMI.FORMAI AFFAIR. NO SNEAKER, JEANS,T-.SIIIKTS
THURSDAY MAY 4,1995 
8:110 P.M (DOORS OPEN AT 7:00P.M) 
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY'S STUDENT 
CENTER BALLROOMS 
M.S.U. $8.00 
GENERAL $10.00
T ICKETS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE O.S.A.U. OFFICE
\YCJiEiiU7E THAT OUR n miRF, i l ls  gn £ fi y f t ip i  in 
Qim turns
■PAUL ROBESON 
O.S.A. U IS A CLASS 1 OF S.G.A
by Teri Ryan
T h e  Organization ofS tudcnts 
for African Unity has invited the 
controversial Dr. Leonard Jeffries 
to be the guest speaker at the 1995 
Paul Robeson Banquet.
T h e  O.S.A.U.’s vice-president, 
W ayne Dennis, said that they 
asked Dr. Jeffries to speak be­
cause they felt that both Jeffries 
and Robeson had suffered similar 
criticisms from society at large.
D ennis said that, “ Black lead­
ers are shunned and outcast, so 
African-Americans don ’t have the 
opportunity to learn about their 
history.”
T h e  O.S.A.U. also felt that 
both m en exemplified the them e 
of this year’s banquet, “O ne per­
son can make a difference.”
Jefferies reputation as a controversial 
figure dates back to statem ents he made 
while Chairman of T h e  D epartm ent of 
African-American Studies at New York’s 
C ity College. New York Newsday qnoted 
Jefferies as telling his students that 
people of European ancestry were “ice 
people...,” and “colonizers, oppressors, 
the cold, rigid e lem en t in world his­
tory.” He characterized people of Afri­
can unity as the “sun peop le ,” and 
“warm, com m unal hope.” According to 
Time, “Jefferies believes m elanin, the 
dark skin pigm ent, gives black intellec­
tual and physica l su p e rio rity  over 
w hites.”
Main Editorial, p. 18
Montclarion Editorial Board Elections*
To be held: 
ues. April 24th, 5 pm
Positions avaliable:
Editor-in-Chief 
Managing Editor 
Treasurer
Section Editorships 
Production Editor 
Photo Editor
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Paola
Ciappina
Major: Political Science
Y e a r :  Sophom ore
G.RA: 3.4
Experience
C am pus Activities and Affilia­
tions: A tto rney  General, H onors 
Program, O W L  (two years), L eg is­
lator (two years), helped establish  
Judicial B ranch, m em ber S igm a 
Delta Phi
Goals
Paola, as President, hopes to “in­
still a sense of pride in M S I1 stu ­
dents.” She wants toencourage differ­
ent organizations to get together and 
support one another; for example, she 
hopes to promote Athletic Team s for 
students to support them more.
Paola plans on officially institu t­
ing the Judicial Branch by the Fall 
semester. She also hopes to improve 
Academic Advising for students and 
stresses the necessity of advising 
for incoming Freshm an.
“There is a lot 
that I  think I  
can do. ”
Francois
D auder
Major: Political Science
Year: Senimr
G.P.A: 2.8
Experience
Cam pus A ctivities and A ffilia­
tions: Attorney General (Soph, year), 
S.G.A. Legislator (Fresh, year). D i­
rector o f  Affairs for G reek L ife , 
Lambda T h e a ta  Phi.
Goals
D auder is a strong supporter of 
reforming Academic Advising, and 
plans to tell them  “To get their act 
together.” I le also is thinking about 
an open-door policy so students could 
go in for advice at any time.
Most of all, Dauder wants to “get 
people together and do things.” I le
would like to see a course specifically 
aimed at g e ttin g  students involved 
with one another.
He also w ould like to give s tu ­
dents little perks like installing ciga­
rette vending m achines on cam pus.
“I have a lot o f 
new Ideas that are 
based o ff o f old 
ideas. ”
Presidential Candidate Presidential Candidate
Mike 
Roessner
Major: Political Science
Year: Sophomore
G.RA: 3.4
Experience
C am pus Activities and A ffilia­
tions: L .A .S .O ., Players, W M SC , 
College Bowl, Legislator, D irector 
of Program m ing for S.G.A.
Goals
M ike sees himself, as well as the 
S.G.A., as the advocate of the stu ­
dents. “W e should be the advocacy of 
the wrongs against students and take 
an active position on things studen ts 
deem inappropriate.” Mike plans on 
increasing w eekend programming on 
campus and increase the notoriety of 
Class 2 and 3 organizations.
He would also like to create a 
cabinet post for Class 2 and 3 orga­
nizations and have all cabinet m em ­
bers help new  legislators learn w hat 
they can do as legislators, and have 
the S.G.A. in general find out what 
the students feel about things.
‘7 w ant to clean 
up the mess o f 
the S C h d
Jane 
Loake
Major: Political Science
Year: ju n io r
G.P.A: 3.5
Experience
C am pus Activities and A ffilia­
tions: S.G.A., C1C, WMSC, L egisla­
tor for two years.
Goals
A sT reasu rerJane  intends to work 
toward be tte ring  com m unications 
between the  treasury and s tu d en t 
organizations. She asserts that th e re ’s 
room for improvement in budget 
planningand disbursem ent offunds. 
She em phasizes the im portance of 
her duty to m eet with the T reasu re r 
and the Presidents of Class 1 ,2 , and 
3 organizations to brief th em  on
Picture not 
ava ilab le
properand efficient procedures. She 
also plans to be more accessible to 
the organizations, and vows to show 
the necessary diligence and flexibil­
ity in cases w here the em ergency 
approval o f funding  arises.
7 w ill spend the 
money, but not 
waste it. ”
Presidential Candidate Candidate for Treasurer
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Candidate Profiles
Candidate for V.P.
Julio
Morenco
Major: Political Science
\ear: Sophomore
G. PA: 3.3
Experience
C am pus Activities and Affiliations: 
L.A.S.O., O.S.A.U., Will be an OWL 
this sum m er, S.G.A. legislator, com­
m ittee  m em ber, 4 years in Navy.
Goals
Julio  stresses his com m itm ent to 
increased comm unication between 
S.G.A. legislators and non-S.G. A. stu­
dents. His goal is to m ake the legis­
lative process more w elcom ing and 
accessible to students visiting (legis­
lative sessions or S.G.A. m eetings of 
the S.G.A.). He would like to get
Class 1, 2, and 3 publicity chairs 
together on one com m ittee to ex­
change ideas and get together. He 
proposes instituting programs such 
as a self-defense course and mea­
sures providingstudents with infor­
mation about the ongoing work of 
the S.G.A. Julio also emphasizes 
the need too ““m aintain order” 
duringS.G .A. m eetings, and he says 
that has the ability to provide that 
order.
Amy 
Fisher
M a j o r :  Education
Year: Soph omore
G.P.A: 3.4
Experience
Campus Activities and Affiliations: 
C am pus L ife , O W L, E m e rg in g  
Leader, Legislator (3 Sem esters), 
Executive Secretary, S tudent repre­
sentative on the Advisory Board.
Goals
Amy concentrates on the issues of 
comm unication an efficiency. She 
hopes to make scholarships set up the 
S.G.A. more known and available to 
students. She is also in favor of m ak­
ing s tuden ts  more aware o f what is 
going on and being done by the 
S.G.A. She plans on exercising more 
control in the length and efficiency 
of S.G.A. m eetings, as well as m ak­
ing legislators stick to their rcc|uirc- 
ments, such as attending L eader­
ship C onferences. She also hopes to 
get rid of the two year revision policy 
for all organization’s charters.
Candidate for V.P.
Lauren 
Pytleski
Major: Political Science
Year: junior
G.P.A: 3.7
Experience
C am pus Activities and Affiliations: 
S.G.A., Director of Academ ic Affairs, 
C urriculum  Advisory board
A transferstuden t from University 
of S outh  Carolina, L auren  says she 
proposes to bring a sense o f com m u­
nity to campus. She w ishes to sec 
s tuden ts  “un iting together” and “ev­
eryone getting involved” with cam­
pus activities. Lauren plans on work­
ing w ith  Class 2 and 3 organizations, 
proposing  the coordination of co­
sponsored events. She believes that 
there is a need to revive teacher’s
in terest in students, and hopes to 
pursue this goal with such activities 
as a T eacher of the M onth Award.
“ /  want to tap 
into the faculty to 
get their valuable 
knowledge . ”
Candidate for Secretary
“/  w ant be
known as a  
student 
advocate. ”
Steven
Buendia
Major: Political Science
G.P.A: above the minimum 
Experience
Campus Activities and Affiliations: 
President of L.A.S.O., P resident of 
Lamda T heda  Phi, S.G.A. 1 -egislator 
(3 years), G reek  Council represen ta­
tive
Steven hopes to use his year as 
Board of T rustees S tudent A lternate 
to gain experience towards under­
standing and representing the stu ­
dent body. “1 want to be known as a 
student advocate,” Steven says.
Steven also hopes to become aware 
of student concerns through studen t 
organizations as well as direct contact 
with students.
Candidate for BOT
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IT’S
OFFICIAL!
VALIC is proud to be added as a retirement
plan carrier for New Jersey’s Alternate Benefit Plan (ABP).
Faculty members and administrators at public colleges and universities 
throughout New Jersey are no longer limited to a single carrier for their 
ABP retirement program. Participants now have access to several leading 
organizations, including VALIC (The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company).
VALIC serves higher education participants in 22 of the 25 states that 
have operating, multiple-carrier optional retirem ent plans such as New 
Jersey’s ABP.
Providing superior retirement plan products and services has been VALIC’s 
specialty for more than 40 years. Today, VALIC offers clients a wide variety of 
investment options, access to professional fund management, and personal, 
one-to-one service.
VALIC retirement plan specialists also provide advanced, computer-based 
retirement investment services, including a unique software program that — 
simply and in a series of easy-to-understand steps — brings the benefits of 
asset allocation to plan participants.
A BP Pre-enrollment activities begin April 1.
Additional carrier options for the ABP retirement program become available 
July 1. But you can call VALIC now and get information about our many innovative 
retirement plan products and services. Just call our toll-free number and get to 
know your retirement plan specialist from VALIC.
Call 1 -800-44-VALIC for more information.
The Alternative of Choice
SVALIC
★  An American General Company
©1995 The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company, Houston, Texas.
VALIC is a registered service mark of The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company.
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Add Rutgers ’ library to list 
of bomb attack victims
by Jack DeWitt
After m idnight on Monday, April 4, a 
small improvised explosive device de to ­
nated in an unoccupied area of a below 
ground  floor in the  M able  S m ith  
Douglass Library, on the Douglass Col­
lege cam p u s o f  R u tg e rs  in N ew  
Brunswick.
N oone was injured, butseveral books 
were destroyed and minor damage was 
caused to the ceiling tiles. T h e  esti­
m ated damage has been set at less than 
$100 dollars.
T h e  device detonated  on top o f an 
eight foot hook shelf. At the tim e of the 
explosion, the library was evacuated of 
the forty students using the late night 
hours of the library as a study hall.
As a precaution for other incidents, 
all 13 Rutgers N ew  Brunswick and 
Piseataway libraries were closed and 
searched the following day.
No other bom bs seem ed to be found, 
although a bom b threat was received by 
telephone at approxim ately 10 a.m. to 
the  Paul R obeson  L ibrary , on the  
Cam den Cam pus o f Rutgers. No bom b 
was found after the library was closed 
and searched.
T h e  libraries reopened at 8 a.m. on 
W ednesday, April 5, following their 
regular schedule.
Later that day, two other bomb threats 
were called in to class room/office bu ild ­
ings on the C am den Campus.
A bomb threat was also called in to 
the Library of Science and M edicine, at 
the Busch C am pus in Piseataway.
Later that afternoon, a te lephone 
bom b threat was called into the Mille
Dollcr Hall.
N othing was found at any of the sites.
On Friday, April 7, a staff m em ber of 
the Douglass Library found a suspi­
cious device on a shelf in the lower level 
where the bomb had gone off Tuesday. 
T h e  building was evacuated and the 
State Police Bomb Squad was called in. 
Using a robot to remove the device, 
they found it to he the same device that 
was used on T uesday in that library. No 
telephone threat was made and no claim 
was recognized for e ither bomb.
As a precaution, the libraries all ex­
perienced delayed openings on Satur­
day, April 8, but nothing was found in 
any library. 'T hey operated on normal 
schedules.
A studen t protest was formed on 
W ednesday, April 12, in reference to 
the ongoingcontroversy about the racial 
com m ents made by Rutgers President 
Francis L. Lawrence.
During the time of the protest, more 
than 30 false fire alarms and 4 false 
bomb threats were called in. T he  police 
speculate no association with the earlier 
threats.
No leads or suspects have been found 
in the case. T he investigation is still 
ongoing. There were no threats in ad­
vance to the explosion at the Douglass 
Library and no one has yet claimed 
responsibility. No note or phone call 
was m ade regarding either bomb.
l’he Rutgers Police will now be 
searching all bags, backpacks and other 
items carried by anyone wishing to cn- 
ter any of Rutgers’ major undergraduate 
libraries.
SGA E-board 
endorsem ents, p. 23
The Sociology Department congratulates these students
on their Induction into
Alpha Kappa Delta
In tern atio n al S ociology Honor S ociety
Induction Ceremony, 7 : 0 0  P.M. - April 2 1 , 1 9 9 5
First Floor Lounge, Building B- 1 7 8
Greg Asadurian Suzanne Gaffney
Vernon L. Autrand Maria Ghelli
Nicole Bauer Nicole Graziano
Danielle C. Bogush Robyne Jiles
Lorraine Angela Cardile Judith N. Malsman
Keith J. Costanzo Brenda M. Velez
Colleen Eisele Jackie Vine
Elise Feller Anita T. Wall
Christopher Figurelli Carla Woodson
Certain professors 
know all of your grades
by M arin E. Andreu
MSU professors have access to the 
S tu d e n t In fo rm ation  System , S IS , 
th rough  w hich th ey  can view any 
s tu d en t’s transcript. T he  chairman of 
each departm ent determ ines which pro­
fessors get access.
After grades arc posted, “groups of 
transcripts are sen t to offices which run 
special programs, such as EOF or teacher 
education,” said Mrs. Mudrvk of the 
Registrar’s Office.
M udryk em phasized that the SIS 
“should be used exclusively for advise­
m ent purposes” and records provided 
are “unofficial and for internal use only.”
She said transcripts help professors 
“to see a studen t’s entire academic p ic­
ture” and to better assist students in 
choosing courses.
On occasions w hen professors “may 
request a paper copy,” the transcripts 
they receive do not have the university 
seal, Mudryk said.
She also pointed out that transcripts 
provided to professors arc strictly aca­
dem ic and only course names and grades 
are listed. T hey do not contain inform a­
tion about disciplinary action or aca­
dem ic probation.
M udryk confirm ed that no s tuden t 
permission is required to access the 
records and tha t students need not even 
he consulted.
However, “w e’re not giving this in­
formation ou t ‘willy-nilly’,” she said. 
“We don’t give it to professors m iscella­
neously. I t ’s for internal use and advise­
ment. It’s unfortunate  if information is 
misused, bu t w e ’d like to th ink  our 
professors are above that.”
Some s tu d e n ts  expressed concern 
over this unchecked  professor privilege.
Ana Rivera, a sophomore, said, “W hat 
do they need w ith that [transcripts]? If 
I want th e m  to know  my g rad es , 
shouldn’t I be the one to tell th em ?” 
Another s tu d e n t, a senior who asked 
that his nam ed not be used, said, “ I can 
tell you I’ve had plenty of professors 
that I’d rather not have that kind of 
access to my records. 11 makes no sense.” 
O ther s tu d e n ts  saw less harm in the 
idea. Kerry Sm ith , a junior, said, “W hat’s 
the big deal? W hat’s really in there 
anyway?”
At present, there  is no procedure in 
place w herein a student can request 
that their record in the SIS be con fiden ­
tial.
D e lta  K ap p a  Psi a n d  P h i 
S igm a S igm a h e lp  th e  n e e d y
T h e  sisters o f Phi Sigma Sigma, 
along with the brothers of D elta  
Kappa Psi, went to Kilbarchan O rga­
nization in Paterson an April ! 1.
Kilbarchan is a long-term, non­
profit, residential placement hom e 
that shelters 20 adolescent hoys.
All of these em otionally disturbed 
boys were rem oved from their hom es 
by the Division of Youth and Fam ily, 
DYFS, and live at Kilbarchan until
they are able to find perm anent and 
stable homes.
Both organizations spent two hours 
with the hoys playing games, sports, 
activities and bringing smiles and joy 
to the neglected  and deprived ch il­
dren that live at Kilbarchan.
Phi Sigma Sigma would like to 
thank Delta Kappa Psi for helping to 
m ake the trip to Kilbarchan and e n ­
joyable and successful experience.
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Phone registration debugs system
by Craig Klein
T h is  past Monday, Aprril 17, marked 
the end  of student registration for Fall 
and Sum m er courses. It also marked 
the end of the inaugural run for M SU’s 
new phone registration, the VRR.
T h e  Voice Response Registration was 
installed to help m ake registration easier 
for students, although students regis­
tering on April 3 and 4 found out, the 
system  wasn’t totally perfected.
“W hat happened was that Bell At­
lantic [who installed the program] wasn't 
w here they said th ey 'd  he, preparation 
w ise,” said Denise De Blasio, Registrar.
As a result, most of the system was 
dow n for the first hour and a half o f 
registration. After this, the VRR was 
often down anywhere betw een half and 
hour to sixty m inutes during the first 
day and a half of registration.
D espite this, the V RR was corrected 
and all 46 telephone lines were in opera­
tion.
Even with the delays, over 1,700 s tu ­
den ts  registered on the first day.
Fine tuning by Bell Atlantic did con­
tinue duringthc last w eek, but the phone 
lines were never dow n more than fif­
teen  m inutes at a tim e and this was only 
done at half past the hour when call-in’s 
to the system were at its lowest.
T h ese  were the  only interruptions 
the VRR experienced; the rest of the 
tim e the system operated  without diffi­
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I Voting d a te s  and p la ce s :
Sat. 4 / 2 2 9-1 Building B
Sun. 4 / 2 3 5-9 Blanton Hall
Mon. 4 / 2 4 9-3 Stu d en t C e n te r
5-9 Building B
Tues. 4 / 2 5 9-3 Stu d en t C e n te r
5-9 Blanton Hall
W ed .4 / 2 6
O e \
9-3
t O \
Stu d en t C e n te r
J T  a n d  VOTE
culty.
Aside from w hen the VRR was d e lib ­
erately off-line, studen ts never had any 
trouble getting through on the phone. 
At no time were all 47 phone lines in 
use.
De Blasio m onitored the phone lines 
with hourly check-ups to make sure the 
system  was running smoothly.
By noon on April 17, the system had
“..if you want to 
add a course, you 
can ju s t call in a t 
any time, said  
Jennifer Nedswick
received 1,672 calls w ithout problems.
JenniferN edsw ick, ajuniorand com ­
m uter student, said that she had no 
problems with her registration.
“I t’s so convenient,” she said, and 
added that it was m uch easier than reg­
istering in the s tuden t center.
“Then [in the S tudent Center], if 
you want to add a course you’d have to 
wait till ‘add-drop day.’ But now' if you 
w'ant to add a course, you can just call in
at any tim e.”
“I’m excited and pleased with the 
way the phone registration has worked 
out,” De Blasio said.
She also noted that there was no 
larger abuses o f the system.
Dc Blasio was concerned that many 
students would try and register before 
their assigned time.
While it would have been impossible 
for students to register before they  w'erc 
supposed, they  would conceivably tic 
up phone lines if they had tried. De 
Blasio w'as happy to say that this did not 
happen.
Although Dc Blasio considers the 
VRR a success, she docs have future 
fine tuning in mind, such as allowing 
students to secure their schedule at any 
time instead o f during a specific part of 
the phone call.
She also said that students will be 
able to access their grades by the voice 
response system  by next sem ester.
Ironically, De Blasio did find one 
problem with the new registration sys­
tem.
She rem em bered that when registra­
tion took place in Panzer Gym, “ It was 
the social even t of the year.”
Back then, she said, “everybody was 
there: students, faculty, and | the regis- 
trar office]. A lot of lifetime friendships 
were made during that time. You don ’t 
have that now and I miss it.”
G U N S  from p. 2
Board m em bers overwhelm ingly re­
jected the  plan. S tudents representa­
tive M ichael Costa was the  lone dis­
senting m em ber of the board.
After the  final vote, Becker said that 
the cam pus police m ight appeal the 
decision to the Superior C ourt Appel­
late Division.
Becker said that of N ew  Jersey col­
leges, only Burlington C ounty  College 
and M SU have unarm ed police forces. 
William Paterson College has a restricted 
policy regarding the use o f firearms.
Stop
whining!
G et off 
your arse 
and vote
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P anel rejects proposition o f campus speech codes
By Adam Erik Batkay
Last Monday, a panel discussion was 
held in the Brantl L ecture Hall in the B 
Building. T he  blue signs that had been 
put up earlier that day, were m eant to 
draw attention and get people to come 
to the event.
Dr. Lee Wilcox, said, “N o public 
college has ever created a speech code 
that has held up in court. It should be 
known that M ontclair State is not coin» 
to institute any of the speech codes 
(from the blue signs).”
I'he panel discussion, entitled “See 
No Evil, Speak N o Evil: Will Speech 
Codes and D iversity Training C reate  a 
T o leran t C am pus,” was attended  by 
about sixty-five people. I’hc discussion 
was energetically hosted by a roving 
moderator, K im bcrliannc Podlas, Es­
quire.
All of those on the panel gave good, 
honest answers to som e very hard qu es­
tions while discussing w hether speech 
codes and diversity training would ever 
be necessary at M S I' or elsewhere.
T h e  eight-person panel consisted of 
the following: Erancis Dander, a student 
liaison, Dr. Michael Kogan, the Chair­
man of the D epartm ent of Philosophy 
and Religion, Dr. Norma Connolly, a 
professor in the D epartm ent of Legal
lege campus. If you could get studen ts 
of differing backgrounds w orking to­
gether, in a cooperative m anner, they 
would learn that
they do not need to fear each other, 
because they would discover that people 
who might seem  different superficially 
are really very m uch like them .”
As the panel discussion started  to 
wind down, I ,aurcn Putteski, one o f the 
students in l he I late Crimes C lass that 
sponsored this event, stood up in the 
audience and announced that a new 
organization was being formed by the 
Student G overnm ent, “M ontclair S tu ­
dents fo r Unity is in the process o f being 
created so th a t all MSI students w ill be 
able to work together on issues of intol­
erance and o th er problems on cam pus. 
T here  will be announcem ents com ing 
out soon, so look out for them , and by 
next year, it will be a full-blown organi­
zation.”
There will be more events such as 
this on the cam pus of M ontclair State. 
It was agreed upon by almost all in 
attendance, that those individuals who 
wrote com m en ts  on the b lue  signs 
should exercise  their C onstitu tional 
right to speak freely and actually take- 
part in such discussions when they  oc­
cur. In this m anner, their voices would 
be heard better, because what they  have 
to say might be ju st as important as what 
any individual panel m em bercould say.
Francois Dander and Dr. Michael Kogan discuss the mock speech code on Monday night.
Studies, Christy Dichristina, a member 
of the W om an’s Student Organization, 
Charles Feiner, an administrator forCam- 
pus I,ifc, G lenn A. Braswell, an adminis­
trator of the Graduate S tudent Organiza­
tion, and Dr. Lee Wilcox, the Vice-Presi­
dent of S tudent Development and Cam­
pus Life.
Dr. Kogan was one of the most vocal 
m em bers of the panel, answering ques­
tions from Podlas and studen ts through­
out the two-hour talk with his usual wit 
and vigor. O ne of the questions that Dr. 
Kogan answered concerned what a stu­
SANDRA BULLOCK
A story about love at second sight.
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Starts Friday, April 21 At T heatres Everywhere
d e n t could do if faced with an intolerant 
professor.
He said, “If there  is a class that a 
studen t is required to take in order to 
graduate and it is only taught by a te n ­
ured professor who has the reputation 
for being a bully, the student can go to 
the  chairperson o f the departm ent and 
talk about what o ther options are avail­
able to him or her (in order to fulfil that 
requirem ent).”
O ne of the most insightful statem ents 
m ade by a panel m em bercam e from Dr. 
Koppel. In response to a question con­
cerning what could theorectically be 
done about intolerance on college cam ­
puses, he said, “C odes of speech are not 
the  way to handle intolerance on a col­
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MSU student hit by car residents complain
of poor living conditionsby I ictor Ciri/oAn MSI student was taken to a 
nearby hospital asa result o f an aecident 
that occurred behind Blanton Hall early 
this morning.
T h e re  was a sense of commotion as 
M anny Ruiz was put in a stretcher and 
lifted into an am bulance; apparently 
unconscious as a result o f getting  hit by 
an autom obile.
According to eyew itness, at approxi­
m ately 12:30 a.m. T hu rsday  morning. 
Ruiz was waiting to get into a I lyundai 
E lentra when he was hit. A non-student 
th a t  w as v is itin g  so m e  friends
accidentally pressed the wrong pedal in 
his Oldsmobilc and hacked into the 
Elentra.
As Ruiz was behind it waiting to get 
into his own car, was knocked from 
behind and appeared unconscious as 
C am pus Police and an ambulance ar­
rived.
According to som e friends he was 
asthm atic and had gone through open- 
heart surgery in Decem ber.
At press time his condition was u n ­
known. Campus Police commented that 
no criminal charges will be filed as it was 
described as an accident.
By Rodolfo
Residents o f Stone Hall have been 
complaining of the declining living con­
ditions.
One point of concern is the lack of 
water hoses, which were recently re­
placed by conventional fire “extinguish-
ers .
Doug Cooper, Director of Facilities, 
said that S tone, as well as the other 
dormitories on campus, arc not required 
by the state to have water hoses inside
the  build­
ings.
“ W h a t 
happens is, 
if we have 
w a t e r 
h o se s  in 
the build­
ings, they 
c o u ld  be 
v a n d a l ­
ized, ‘sto­
l e n ’ or 
c u t ,” he 
s a i d .  
“ E v en  if 
th e  hoses 
were there, 
the fire de- 
pa r t m e n t 
would not 
use them .” 
P a tr ic k  
Byrne said, 
“ I f  P re si­
d en t Reid 
s le p t  one 
n ight at a 
tim e in all 
o f the
d o r m s at 
M SU and 
m a n a g c d 
to  find
Stone Hall, 
th e  sub - 
livingstan- 
d a rd s  of 
S t o n e  
w ou ld  be 
an obvious 
d i s c r e p ­
ancy.” 
P r e s i ­
d en t Reid, 
h o w e v e r ,  
said in an 
in te rv ie w  
two weeks 
ago that re­
cen t reno- 
v a t i o n s  
have taken 
p la c e  in 
Stone I lall. 
R e s id en ts  
can  look 
forward to
renovations of the bathrooms, new fur­
niture and the replacem ent of the  iron 
beds.
Som e students were satisfied with a 
majority of the conditions.
“ I like it here, but the heatingsystem  
is som etim es e ither too high to too low,” 
said Mari Alicea.
Christine Canova said, “I think Stone 
I lall is a good place; except for the bath­
rooms. It is almost impossible to take a 
shower at a normal water tem perature.”
O ther residents wonder why their 
building seem s to be the only one that is 
neglected.
First annual 
English 
Career 
Night held
by Jennifer Nowicki
M ore than 30 M ontclair State alum ni 
participated in the first English Major 
C areer Night last Tuesday.
“W e’re here to m ake connections 
betw een the world of college and the 
world o f careers,” said Dr. Nash, C hair­
person of the English D epartm ent.
After a formal session during which 
alum ni presented  information about 
their careers, s tuden ts  participated in 
informal question and answer sessions 
with alumni. The.sessions gave English 
majors a sense o f the variety of career 
paths open to them .
D uring both the formal and informal 
sessions, alumni stressed the importance 
of experience.
“Practical experience is the best thing 
going for you in journalism ,” said Katv 
M cClure of T h e  M ontclair l imes.
Among the careers represented were 
A cadem ic A dm inistration, B usiness, 
Free-lance W riting, Journalism, P ub ­
lish ing , Public R ela tions/C orporate  
Com m unication, Peaching, Law, l i ­
brarian and G raduate school.
English Career N ight was sponsored 
by the  School of H um anities and Social 
Sciences, the Alumni Association and 
Cooperative Education.
Cooperative Education Coordinator 
Reesa G reenwald said that “because of 
the success of the whole program [wej 
will look into having another one.”
G reenwald said that the feedback 
she received from both students and 
alum ni was that they would like to re­
turn if there is another English C areer 
N ight.
T h e  program also offered alum ni and 
s tuden ts  the opportunity  to netw ork, 
she said.
Open Jam
L ì v e  IT lvsic
Alternative D<J
• Nightly Drink Speciali
• Free Admission With College
• 21 And Over
• Happy Hour Daily 4-8PM 
*1.50 Domestic Drafts
Upcoming Battle Of The Bands 
Serici Tapes Etc. To:
H a b a H e n , N .J . 0 7 0 3 0
4 0  S  4 4  R c w iirh  S t  T joboken
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Conservation Club and Earth Week ’
f>\ L iz Voltman
M SIJ’s Conservation C lub is spon­
soring Earth W eek ‘95 from April 18 
- 22. M any events are p lanned to 
encourage environm ental conscious­
ness on cam pus.
“T h is  is the 25th anniversary of 
Earth Day and since M SU ’s C onser­
vation C lub  was established in 1969, 
it has actively participated in Earth 
Day from the very beginning,” said 
Conservation Club m em ber Jennifer 
Alexander.
Earth W eek  ‘95 began on T u e s ­
day with a flag raising cerem ony at 
the S tuden t C enter Quad. At 12 
p.m. the Alumni Association held a 
tree and plaque dedication in memory 
of E.B. F incher, Ph.D.
Fincher was one of the charter 
m em bers o f the Conservation Club, 
asw cllasan ardent supporter o f Earth 
Day.
Redhavvk Native American Danc­
ers expressed their love of the  land 
by perform ing tribal dances, students 
were able to register to vote and 
musician M ark Rust played guitar 
while people browsed at the  many- 
outdoor booths, many of which of­
fered global information th is past
Festivities outside the Student Center this post
T uesday  afternoon.
W ednesday was nam ed  “Campus 
Clcanup/Pizza Exchange Day," because 
s tuden ts  who helped clean up litter 
around campus were rewarded with a 
com plim entary slice o f pizza.
“W e want to raise p eop le’s aware­
ness concerning the environm ent in or­
der to b e tte r all ofour lives, and ourclub 
is trying to make the process fun as well 
as beneficial,” said Alexander.
T h e  following events are scheduled
vseek.
for the rem ainderof M SU ’s Earth W eek 
‘95:
On Thursday, “ K id’s Day” will be 
held at the Childcare Center and ch il­
dren will be told what they can do to 
help protect the  environm ent. Also, 
students and faculty will have the op­
portunity to adopt-a-tree for free b e ­
tw een 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. in the S tuden t 
C enter.
On April 25, Bruce Shwedick, a rep ­
tile specialist from Florida, will host
“Reptile W orld .” I,ivesnakes, alliga­
tors and o ther reptiles will serve as a 
basis for his discussion about this form 
of wildlife. Shw edick’s sem inar will 
be held at the  S tuden t C enter Quad 
from 12 p.m . to 2 p.m.
“I think it’s great that the un iver­
sity is exposing students to the im ­
portance o f protecting our planet and 
wildlife. E veryone  should ge t in ­
volved in preserving the earth  b e ­
cause it’s already in a great deal of 
trouble,” said M SI English major, 
Kathy Adorna.
As an ex tension  to Earth W eek ‘95, 
the Conservation Club is also sp o n ­
soring  a W h a le  W atch tr ip  to 
Provincetown, Mass., from May 5 - 7. 
All MSU s tu d e n ts  are eligible to a t­
tend, though space is very lim ited. 
Tickets are $40, which includes round 
trip bus fair, hotel stay, and the  boat 
ride.
For further details concerning this 
trip or for any o th er information about 
the Conservation Club, visit their of­
fice located in room 120 of the  S tu ­
dent C enter A nnex, or call 655- 5102.
T he C onservation Club is a C lass I 
Organization o f the SGA.
TOB
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SGA news: two weeks of news is twice as nice
By Victor Ciri/o, Dawn Rachwa/ski and  
Kristina Math¡son
I n what becam e to be known as “T he  
Cookie Bill,” the emergency legislation 
bill caused a prolonged discussion at the 
Apr. 12, SGA m eeting. This bill dealt 
with $175 being  appropriated from un­
appropriated surplus for refreshm ents 
and snacks for the Forum on Diversity 
Training and C am pus Speech Codes.
Legislator VictorCirilo, the au thor of 
the bill, explained that for w eeks the 
students of the 1 late Crimc/I late Speech 
class had tried to acquire this m oney by 
going to different caterers to get a lower 
bid, not know ing that G ourm et D ining 
Services, by contract with the univer­
sity, does not allow an organization, or in
Lauren Pytlcski, D irector of Aca­
demic Affairs for the SGA, said the rea­
son why there was a lot o f confusion was 
because “people m isunderstood what 
the bill was about.”
T h e  legislators argued on whether 
there should be a Speech Code im ple­
m ented on campus, but forgot that the 
bill was up there was for refreshm ents 
for the audience and the panel.
T h e  bill failed by a vote of 11:3:3. It 
needed two thirds of the vote to pass 
because it was a financial bill.
The M ontclarion’s budget was also 
discussed. Some changes from the pro­
posed budget include an increase in the 
Conference Line and an increase in the 
line for buying paper. T h e  bill passed 
with a vote of 18-0-1.
S IL C  was awarded a Class One char­
ter for the academic years 1995-96 by a 
vote of 22-0-0.
Sigma Delta Phi received a Class 
Four charter with a vote of 18-0-1. Delta 
Phi Epsilon and Psi Sigma Phi both 
receivedClass Fourchartersw ith unani­
mous votes.
April 19 meeting
Last night the SGA m eeting  cen­
tered around the passing of the Organi­
zation of S tudents for African U nity’s, 
OSAIJ, budget.
Legislators objected to the appear­
ance of Leonard Jeffries, who is sched­
uled to speak Thurs., May 4, when 
m em bers of OSAIJ, at first, told the 
council that they refused to “answer 
any questions” dealing with the infa­
mous orator.
After much debate, OSAIJ discussed
the legitimacy of p resenting  both sides 
o f the issue, taking into consideration 
tha t MSIJ is a university that offers a 
m ulti-cultural curriculum .
O ne legislator rem arked that the SGA 
was in favor of cam pus unity, but they 
felt that Jeffries docs not promote that 
them e.
O SA lJ’s budget was passed with a 
vote o f 10:4:1. All financial bills m ust be 
passed by a tw o-thirds vote.
NAACP was granted a charter for 
1995-97 after a vote of 14:0:1. It will be 
their first appearance at MSU.
The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellow ­
ship also received it’s charter with a 
unanim ous vote.
C .L.IJ.B  and the  Conservation C lub  
bad their budgets passed, without the 
Conservation C lu b ’s proposed increase 
in funds.
Caribso was appropriated $466 to a t­
tend  a conference at Long Island U ni­
versity.
T h e
Editorial
Board
elections 
will be 
held 
Tuesday 
at 5 p.m.
positions
availab le
this case a class, to go outside cam pus 
for catering services.
R E A L I T  Y"
F E M A L E C O N D O M
a rea l ch o ice
for helping in the prevention
of unintended pregnancy & sexually transmitted diseases. 
Call your pharmacist, doctor or 
( 800) 274-6601
MANUIAC1URER S COUPON EXPIRES 6/30/95 
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER I ELM PURCHASED
3 PACK ÜR 6  PACK
R E A L I T T
F E M A L E  C O N D O M
$ 2 ° °  °ff
Retailer: We w il l  re im b u rs e  yo u  th e  face va lue  o f  th is  c o u p o n  p lus th e  h a n d lin g  in v o lv e d  i f  its redeem ed b y  
a  consum er a t th e  t im e  o f  p u rch a se  o n  the  b ra n d  spec ified . Coupons n o t p ro p e r ly  redeem ed w il l  be  v o id  
a n d  held . R ep ro d uc tio n  o f  th is c o u po n  is express ly  p ro h ib ite d . A ny  o th e r use co n s titu re s  fraud.
M a il To: The Fem ale H e a lth  C om pany ; a  d iv is io n  o f  W isconsin  P ha rm a co l C o m p a n y  
875, N o rth  M ic h ig a n  A venue  Suite 3660, C h icago , IL 60611. Cash Value 1/20 o f  1<
Void where taxed  o r  res tric ted . L im it one  c o u p o n  p e r  ite m  purchased .
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SENIOR BASH ’95
Cocktail hour, 
F u ll Course D inner
and..
Tickets on Sale
C Lobby: 4/17-4/2?
A rts
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“Gypsy,” America’s best loved musical comes to MSU
by Jess ica Stevens
On Monday, April 17, the MSI cast 
and crew of “Gypsy” held their first dress 
rehearsal preparing for their string of per­
formances to he held in Memorial Audito­
rium debuting Thursday, April 20.
“Gypsy,” one of America's best loved 
musicals featured an unforgettable cast 
from of the music, dance, and theatre 
departm ents here at Montclair State l ni- 
versitv.
“Gypsy” is an Arthur Laurents, Jtile 
Styne, Stephen Sondheim collaboration. 
Joanne Owens, Managing Director of Pro­
gramming, serves also as the Acting Di- 
rectorofProgramming.Guestartist, Roger 
Riggle directs and choreographs this cast 
of over thirty performers, including chil­
dren from the surrounding community.
“Gypsy” is the story o f one m other’s 
dreams and fantasies of having her daugh­
ter become famous. Rose, played by Elyse 
Wolf, devotes her whole life to this dream, 
realizing when it comes down to it she has 
had her own desires of being a famous
(rose) rehearse a scene from "Gypsy ”
star. Rose pressures her daughter June 
(Kristi Coombs) and Louise (Bernadette 
Matten) to act like children in an act that 
they have been performing on the road for 
years.
When June and her male dancers grow 
up, they realize that they will not amount 
to anything if they do not move on. Rose, 
infatuated with stardom, turns all her ef­
forts and energies into making Louise a
sta r. T h u s, 
G ypsy  Rose 
I ,ce is born.
The combi­
nation of great 
music,gorgeous 
costumes, and 
the incredible 
vibrant voices 
m ake  MS Id's 
“Gypsy” a must 
every­
one. The “Gypsy” orchestra is M Sl’’s 
own Music Department. Com e listen to 
great showtuncs such as “Everything’s 
Coming Up Roses,” and “ Together.” 
Elvse Wolf will captivate the audi­
ence with her powerful singing voice and 
strong stage presence. O thers to watch 
for are talented and entertaining, Kristi 
Coombs (June) and Bernadette Matten 
(Louise). Best wishes tochild stars “Baby 
J u n e ,” Jenn ife r M arogulis, “ Baby
I ,ouisc," Katie Spadora and the rest of the 
children’s chorus. And best wishes to the 
leading man, T im  W right. Mr. Wright 
plays “Herbie”, the girls agent. 1 le adds 
style to the stage.
Behind the scenes support will be sup­
plied by John Tigola (Set Design), Steve 
D raheim  (L ight D esign), M arianne 
Powcll-Parkcr(Costumc Design), Edward 
L. Tcrhune III (Brick Twp.) will Stage 
Manage assisted by i\ I ichael Wcckes( East 
Orange) and Ophclis Johnson (Tranklin 
Tw p.). Eric Diamond will serve as Musi­
cal Director and Larry Jacobs will con­
duct.
“Gypsy” premiers on Thursday April 
20 at 8 pm. The show will run through to 
22, also at 8 pm. Following shows include 
the 27 and 2l) also at 8 pm, and special 
m atinee performances on April 23 and 28 
at 2 pm.
MARK YOUR CALENDARS
O N  C A M P U S ...
April 18
P h o to g ra p h y
April 18-May 2 Harriet 
1 jC fkowi t h, p holography 
located in Life Hall Annex. 
Hours are Monday, Wednes­
day and Friday 10 a.m.-4 
p.m., Tuesday and Thursday 
10 a.m.-6 p.m. For more 
information, call (201) 655- 
7640
April 20
Oj >eu Poetry Reading
Four Walls presents 
Ja/.Hamie Jihad at the open 
poetry' reading this will also 
be a release party for the fall 
issue in the rat at 7 p.m. 
admission is free
April 23
Music
Glass One Concerts presents 
the Outdoor jam starring 
Helmet, dk, Sex in Violets
and Myrtle Strange in the 
Amphitheater starts at 12 
noon admission is free
April 24
Art
April 24- .May 5 Montclair 
Craft Guild Scholarship 
Exhibition. Located in Life 
Hall. Hours are Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday 10 
a.m. - 4 p.m., Tuesday and 
Thursday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
For information call (201 ) 
6557640 Reception: April 27, 
4-6 p.m. Juried: April 25, 11 
a.m,
April 25
Meeting
Pride Meeting in the Stu­
dent Center Room 415 at 8 
p.m.
Al-Anon every Tuesday in 
the Student Center Room 
415 at 12 noon
Tuesday in the Student 
Center Room 418 at 8 p.m.
April 27
Lecture
Art Forum Lecture Series. 
Graphic Designer and MSU 
alumna Donna Bonavira will 
present her work and 
discuss “Conserving the 
Creative Process in an Age 
of Technology.” 3-5 p.m. in 
the Calcia Fine A rts Build­
ing auditorium. For informa­
tion call Patricia Lay at (201) 
655 7294
Meeting
Pride Meeting in the Stu­
dent Center Room 416 at 4 
p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous 
every' Thursday in the 
Student Center Room 418 
at 1 p.m.
Seminar
“is College For Me” MSlI’s 
Second Careers Program is
offering a mini-seminar in 
the Academic Building 
room 178 from 6-8:30 p.m. 
For more information call 
Angela Frusteri, director at 
(201)655-4431
O F F  C A M P U S ...
Tonight
Music
La Di Da Music and Song 
Post
Open Mike 8:00 pm 
Admission $2 
8 Park St. Montclair
April 21
Music
Animal Heads - Featuring 
MSU student Sam Shelter 
GBGB’S Gallery 
(next door to GBGB’S) 
Bowery at Bleeker St.
9:00 pm 
$5 admissionNarcotics Anonymous every
14
For morn In fo , regarding events on or o jf cant/m s, /dense contact Darla at X 5 1 6 9 .
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/>\ Henry Veggtan
T H E  CO M PU TER  WARS
I found myself in an interesting situa­
tion this week when it was tim e to write 
my colum n. I ran out of gas. I decided to 
skip a w eek  of “Post 1 lum an”, but then I 
picked up last week’s issue o f the paper, 
and despite  the complete lack of campus 
related events to write about for the arts 
section, I found something far more enig­
matic than the absence of a high profile art 
community on campus.
In a way, I am relieved by the fact that 
there w asn’t a name attached to the article 
entitled “Lawmaker tries to regulate as­
pects of the Internet” . I don’t want to feel 
like 1 will offend anyone by letting their 
identity get in the way of my analysis.
T h e  article defines (in an implicit, in­
sidious way) the debate over the constitu­
tionality o f the regulation o f the Internet. 
It is a moral argument that pits the forces 
of good against the unw ashed hordes of 
deviants who stoic the I n ternet aw ay from 
the Pentagon and made it their own.
T h is  is essentially a question of who 
controls the means of the distribution of 
information in our society. If the federal 
government regulates what can be said on 
the In te rn e t ,  then, like  B an th am ’s 
Panopticon, it can control the discourse.
This argument parallels the familiar 
debate that has raged around every art 
form for thousands of years. W ho decides 
what is “right" or “good” or “decent?” 
The people who control the media de­
cide. T h e  Internet is a threat to them 
because it undermines their hegemony of 
information. In the Middle Ages, those 
who could write and read and control 
language also happened to be the people 
who m ade decisions for the rest of society.
An exam ple of this is in the article, but 
it fails to give both sides of the story. The 
example of Daniel Bernstein, the student 
who is in trouble for using an indecipher­
able code, is emblematic o f the larger 
conflict. T h e  conflict in this case has two 
sides. O n one side, the FBI doesn’t like 
the idea that it is being left out of the party 
so it leaned on Congress to pass a law 
making a certain type of decoding chip 
legal. In this way, the FBI decided it was 
constitutional to try to em pow er them­
selves so they could monitor what “crimi­
nals” w ere doing on the Internet. On the 
other side, opponents argued that the 
decod i ng ch ip was another i n a long line of 
recent FBI tricks to monitor the thought 
criminals that it wants so desperately to 
exclude from “society”.
I low does all of this relate to our cam­
pus? For those of you who d o n ’t know, 
EVERY M SI! S T U D E N T  CAN AC­
CESS T H E  IN T E R N E T  FO R  FREE. 
All you need is an Apollo account and a 
password, and all you have to do is fill out 
a form and wait a couple o f days. If my 
memory is right, the forms are in College 
1 lull. T h e n  just walk into any computer 
lab, sit down, and find out for yourself 
what the Internet is and isn’t. Contrary to
the intentionally mystifying notion pre­
sented in the poorly concealed bias of 
the article I refer to, there is a code of 
conduct on the Net, and you only find 
“perverts” of various kinds if you look 
for them .
W hat all this is really about is the 
m anipulation of information. If you 
“m onitor” something, you assume a 
position of relation to what you monitor. 
In doing this, you create a new situation, 
thereby  transforming that thing by in­
troducing a new element: the observer. 
T h a t watcher becomes a presence that 
influences what is written, painted, or 
com posed, and its primary intention is 
political: I control what you know and 
see, and in doingso I secure my position 
as ruler.
l'he N et is a notorious harbor for 
artists (did anyone see the segment two 
w eeks ago? It was based on a special 
issue of Tune magazine you can get in 
the library). The people who are at­
tracted to it are compelled by the idea of 
a decentralized and uregulated forum of 
ideas. In other words, the FBI wants a 
decoding chip because it doesn't like 
people having more freedom than is 
really good for them.
L et's  look at it this way. You are a 
business majorat MSI . You take a phi­
losophy course to satisfy a G.F.R., and 
you suddenly find that you like philoso­
phy. You change your major, attend de­
partm ent functions, and become a long­
haired, bookish freak. Your old friends 
in the Business school m ake fun of you. 
O ne day, you arrive at school, and you 
are told that it’s a bad idea to take classes 
in Sociology. One week later, a law is 
passed saying that all students who take 
Sociology classes m ust buy a special 
decodingdevice that will filter the infor­
mation in theirSociology books forthem. 
You decide it is unfair that people are 
deprived of being exposed to a poten­
tially enlightening experience like the 
one you had when you switched majors. 
You decide to organize a protest.
You approach you old friends in the 
Business school for help, but one looks 
at you and says, “You heard the man, no 
more unfiltered Sociology. It is a threat 
to our precious bodily fluids. Besides, I 
never tried it, so I won’t miss it.”, and the 
next one says, “What’s Sociology’?”.
T w o  weeks later, you en ter your his­
tory class and are handed a shiny new 
book entitled The only way to rend the 
Constitution o f the U.S.A. Pent one: l.ove it 
or leave it.
T h is  country is founded upon a space 
betw een the individual and the govern­
m ent. It is called privacy. It is a right, and 
there are laws against invading it. If a 
criminal is a lawbreaker, what do you call 
it w hen the lawmakers break their own 
laws? ( )r as Col. Kurtz in Apocalypse Non: 
would say, “What do you call it when the 
assassins accuse the assassin?”
T h in k  about it.
fry Victoria Guides
In the late afternoon hours of'J’ucs- 
day, April 18, T he  Rubber Biscuit All 
Star Band performed in the Rat. T he 
band is made up of three fine gentle­
m en : J oh n Oakes o n d ru ms a nd voca I s, 
R obert Oakes on bass, and Jerry 
Perl inski on guitar. All three attended 
MSU in the past, present, and future. 
T h e y  covered a variety of music from 
Peter Gabriel’s “ In Your Eyes” to 
Adrian Blue's “M em berofthe Tribe.” 
O ne song they called, “T he Mix” cov­
ered the Red UotChili Peppers,Stone 
T em ple Pilots, and Blondie!
Now, I don’t know too much about 
music, but these guys had a kicking 
style. John, the boy can sing, and has 
not only mastered his drumming, but 
he can successfully twirl his drum ­
sticks like a m arionette in a parade on 
Fifth Avenue. I especially liked that 
Robert a |d  Jerry’s bass a n d gu i tar we re 
both white. T hey  both played su­
perbly. All three guys were incredibly 
happy, and each had their own pizazz. 
Jerry kind of stood still and swayed
by Jennifer. Macahtso
All those shiny crimson kissers at the 
spring collections telegraphed a singular 
m essage: T he vampv, grown-up girl 
m outh has returned. Almost overnight, 
hues and textures that only yesterday 
seem ed garish, vulgar, hopelessly out-of- 
thc-loop, look terribly appealing, and yes, 
hip again. After years o f low key mattes, 
brilliant hues and high shine, they’re 
back with a vengence.
W ithout question, it is an unprec­
eden ted  season for lipstick. Provoked by 
fashion’s much-bally booed return to 
glamour, we’ve acquired an overwhelm­
ing urge to part company with safe and 
practical lip tints. G ive us you Desire 
Red, your True Violet, your Bellini Gar­
net, your Rubyglass (From Fstee I ,auder, 
W es Saint Laurent, Princess Marcella 
Borghese and Christian Dior, respec­
tively.) Give us your precious liners and 
gooey pot glosses. W e’re ready.
And so are the w orld’s top beauty 
houses. In the past two years, Fstee 
Lauder, Revlon, PrescriptivesandClarins 
have all retooled, reformulated or restaged 
their lipsticks. A beauty advisor at a 
C linique counter told me that Clinique 
has reassessed their entire lipstick line 
and are experimenting with new sam­
pling and retailing techniques to boast 
what is already a staggeringly healthy, 
multi-million-dollar business.
Cynics would say that this lipstick 
frenzy is yet another way for the beauty 
industry to foist productions on us. But
with the music while Robert jum ped 
around like he was parallel skiing.
They were all friendly and person­
able asking for requests and volunteers. 
T hey  welcomed Joe Masicllo to sing 
back up vocals w hen they covered the 
Rolling Stones' “Sympathy for the 
Devil.”
I was overjoyed when they played an 
original song, (written by John) “Som e­
thing Funky in the Stew.”
It’s a shame that a hand as talented 
andfunasT he RubherBiscuit All Star’s 
d idn ’t bringout a bigger crowd, but they 
only found out they were playing at 
noon, so there w asn't much time for 
publicity.
Even though 1 missed dinner, they 
made my Tuesday. My sweet friend 
Moses Sackowitz gave me the crust of 
this pizza, so I w ouldn’t starve.
I have to agree with I .oreny Socas, 
who said, “T hey  have a lot of charm on 
stage.” I'his m usically gifted, long 
haired, artistic, sneaker wearing trio could 
have walked out o f a Levi’s 501 com ­
mercial.
those are probably the same cynics who 
have never had to search high and low for 
the prefect degree of lipstick opacity or 
tenacity, or m ourned the discontinuation of 
a favorite formtda. It is a fact that lipstick is 
exceedingly im portant to most women, even 
those who partake in no other paint.
O f course, color is only half of the lipstick 
craze. Texture and formula also figure into 
the mix, and it’s no at all unusual for beauty 
firms to spend several years building a more 
luscious m ousetrap. Witness Yves Saint 
I wiurent Rouge Pur, a hybrid of serious lip 
conditioning ingredients and intense pig­
ment; Prescriptives Extraordinary I apstick, 
with free radical protection, sunscreen and 
a slew of moisturizers; Revlon ColorStav, a 
m atte offering built to last all day; Clarins 
Colour and F stee  Lauder Double M atte 
Moisturizing Lipcolor, which seem s like a 
contradiction in term s but, due to the efforts 
o f Lauder’s wonderful research and devel­
opm ent team, it actually isn't.
Revlon is so proud of its new long-wear­
ing lipstick that they are prancing around 
Cindy Crawford, theirspokesm odel, in sup­
port of it. Last year with the launch of 
ColorStay Lipstick, she attended a press 
conference and demonstrated the stay-put 
power of the lipstick on some waiter. She 
w ent on to inform the crowd of its break­
through tenacity. In an article reviewingthe 
press conference in Allure Magazine, Ms. 
( '.rawford stated, “You can smooch passion­
ately, ifyou’rc so inclined, and the smoochee 
will surface no worse for the wear.” Now 
that's technology.
1
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The Couch Potato Update
by George Otsehev'ski
on
A few years ago, when a certain 
George Calle was Arts editor, he asked 
me to write a n a icicle about the N ickc I* 
odeon off-beat hit, Ren and Stimpy, l 
was ignorant at the tim e to the show, 
and T had other ideas for my column, so 
I filed it away for future reference. 
Someone else did the article, and a few 
weeks later, I decided ro take a look at 
what m yedi tor had been badge ring mji 
about.
I was a fan from the first time ( laid 
eyes on that dysfunctional pair.
From Space M adness to Untamed 
World, from Fire Dogs to Powdered 
Toast Man, I loved the an ties, the slap­
stick, and the sheer bizarreness of it all. 
My best friend George put it best when 
he assessed Ren and  Stimpy as . 
.Warner Bros, on acid.” I couldn’t have 
pu t it better.
Ren and Stimpy has charmed kids 
and adults alike. It’s regularly watched 
in my household, and the “Fire Dogs” 
episode made my ambulance crew piss 
in their pants... some, literally. I don’t 
even wan t to fathom how many people 
on campus adore the oddest cat and 
dog pair.
Unfortunately, Viacom/MTV N e t­
works, which owns N ick, is ending
production on Ren and Stimpx. ! guess 
they feel the concept is dead, and it's 
time to move on. After the contracted 
52 more episodes arc finished, that’s it, 
Into the rerun realm it goes, and all the 
most-loved episodes will becom e re­
petitively redundant, over and over 
again.
I can agree with the reasons. If the 
concept is dead, there’s no reason to 
beat a dead horse. The envelope has 
been pushed as far as it can go, and if it’s 
pushed any more, the bizarrencss that 
makes Ren and Stimpx so unique will 
Ireeome stale. Even in the second sea­
son, it got dum b {the original creative 
ream  left, la te r to re tu rn  w ith  
Nickelodeon’s apologies), but luckily, 
it improved, 1 would rather sec a show 
cancelled in its glory, than to watch it go 
com pletely to pot as th e  netw ork 
struggles to squeeze that last drop of 
merchandising moolah out of a cash 
cow.
It is with a sad salute that 1 say 
goodbye to new episodes of Ren and 
Stimpy, hello to syndication, and gear up 
my VCR to tape my favorites. G et your 
Gritty Kitty1, relax, and enjoy. Oh, and 
watch ou t for Logcommercials. See yoii 
next week.
Greetings and Salutations, last week 
I had my first W ednesday night off in 
months. I was too happy for words until 
three o’clock in the morning when I 
heard thateversoannovingvoice, “May 
I have your attention please, a fire 
alarm has been reported in the build­
ing. Do not use the elevators. Report to 
the nearest stairwell and exit the build­
ing.” My roommate rolled over and 
said, “F*ck that!” , but we both fell out 
of bed, blinking at the bright lights. 
I Iowever, in my half awake stupor, 1 
refused to leave without my beloved I- 
Card (my friend Joe found it and re­
turned it to me free of charge).
It wasn't until I was outside (in the 
cold) that I realized the building could 
be a towering inferno, and 1 would be in 
my room searching for my piece of 
plastic. Strange brainwashing, don’t you 
agree? Anyway, 1 had been suffering 
from a bad case of writer's block, but 
my good friend Casey cured me. I .ast 
semester, I worked with Casey at Bohn 
1 lull front desk. And sue reminded me 
of all the crazy, insane things we did to 
make our two hour shift fly by.We 
worked almost every W ednesday from 
2-4. I’m not sure who had the brillant
idea to play with caution tape, but we 
both loved it. Caution tape became 
hair accessories, necklaces, and 
braclets. W e strung it across the desk 
like tinsel on a Christmas tree. Sitting 
there streamed in black and yellow 
banners, punching cards, I told each 
resident, “Q-kav, I love you, bv-by.” 
We got some strange looks. O ne fine 
afternoon, we got out the masking 
tape, and we played tic-tac-toe on the 
floor. I let Casey win. Well, actually 
I’m a sore loser. We got really creative 
once and cut up pieces of paper, num ­
bered them from 1 to 10, and rated 
the men of Bohn I fall. We were just 
killing time. Really! Unfortunately, 
Casey moved to the big prison/ship 
Blanton, so we can no longer work 
together, but she left her tea-rose 
pink mark on the I-Card machine, 
Fred.
Well. 1 have this itty-bitty para­
graph left, so remember if you don’t 
like the way something tastes don’t 
cat it, and if you don’t like my column 
don’tread it. I’m going to find Candice 
now. I want some salad, too! I'om, 1 
hope life gets better, and the shore 
gets safer.
MAINSTAGE THEATRE SERIES 
Department of Broadcasting, Speech Communication, 
Dance & Theatre
-presents-
A pril 20-22 & 27-29, 1995 a t 8pm  
April 23 & 2 8 , 1995 at 2p m
Memorial Auditorium
Call (201) 655-5112  for Ticket Inform ation
by Mike Gummed, PerfCueroo and Michael 
Jaworski
This week, we will be writing 
about our favorite films, seeing as how 
there aren’t any good films in release right 
now (note: The Basketball Diaries and Kiss 
o f Death arc coming out this weekend, so 
w e’ll definitely have a review next week).
Michael Jaworski starts off with his 5 
favorite films.
MJ: These are the films that strengthen 
my love for the moving image. In no 
particular order, they are:
Mean Streets (1973): After viewing this 
film, I realized why it put Robert DeNiro 
and Martin Scorsese on the map. you 
don’t have to be Italian to enjoy this movie 
or to get involved w ith the characters. 
Scorsese makes the life of a group of Little 
Italy hoods entertaining. T he “Mook” 
scene in the poolhall isgreat. Sleeper {1973): 
I’m more a fan of Woody Allen’s corned ies 
than I am of his “serious” cinema pieces, 
this one being my favorite (it is the first 
film I ever saw). Allen’s version of 2173 is 
inspired, nutty and funny as hell. Any- 
th inghc did after Annie H all, to me, doesn’t 
qualify as a great film. Pulp diction (1994): 
W hat more can one say about Quentin 
T arantino’s twisted take on the gangster 
genre? We already did a large article on it 
last October and voiced our opinion that it 
should have won the Oscar for Best Pic­
ture. Let me just say that this movie is 
“supercool” ! dull Meted Jacket (1987): Af­
ter Platoon came Stanley Kubrick’s final 
word on the Vietnam War. it gave me new 
respect for the marine Corps-damn, they’re 
tough! Both halves o f the film are terrific, 
the first concerning the  boot camp train­
ing, the second pertaining to the war. Rag­
ing B u ll (1980): T his is my favorite all- 
time film. DeNiro and Scorsese were in
top form, everything about this movie 
kicks ass. great acting, writing, direc-tion, 
editing, cinematography-vvhatmore could 
a movie-goer ask for? Check out those 
boxing sequences, one of the reasons 
Scorsese is T h e  Man. (Note: although 
others were credited with the screenplay, 
it was written by DeNiro and Scorsese!)
Perfis top films in no specific order: 
Raging Bull, 200!: A Space Odyssey, Naked, 
Pulp diction, Brant Stoker's Draeu/a, The 
Terminator, ’The Piano
My own personal favorite films arc just 
that: the films I enjoy watching over and 
over, the ones that influence me m ost as 
a filmmaker, this does not mean they arc 
the BEST films ever made (who am 1 to 
judge that?) 1 A liens (1986)-Dir: Jam es 
Cam-eron (the Term inator scries). T h e  
best science fiction film I’ve ever seen, 
full of suspense and drama. Z.Raia M an 
(1988)-I)ir: Barry Levinson. A touching, 
perfect film, D ustin I Ioffman’s best per­
formance. 3.S ta r Trek II: 'The Wrath o f 
Khan (1982)-Dir: Nicholas Meyer. Okay,
1 admit, 1 am a bit o f a Trekkie, but this 
film’sclassic aspects transcend this, it is as 
much Moby Dick as it is Star Trek. 4. 
B ram Stoker’s Draru/a (1992)-Dir: Francis 
Ford Coppola ( The Godfather trilogy). 
Without a doubt, the best vampire film 
ever made. Gary Oldman is amazing. 
5 .Pulp diction (1994)-Dir: Q u e n tin  
Tarantino. T he bestdialoguesince David 
Mamet, an im portant and original piece 
of perfection. d> Jacob 'slmdder-1 )i r: Ad rian 
Lync {.Fatal Attraction). The scariest 
movie I’ve ever seen (except Aliens). 7. 
¡he Empire Strikes Bark (1980)- Dir: Irv­
ing Kirshner. T h e  best of the series and 
the most imaginative film I’ve ever seen.
8. / Monty Python and  7 he Holy Grad (1975? )- 
Dir: Terry Gilliam.’ I he funniest film alive.
9. Bill'and Ted's Excellent Adventure ( \ c)88)~
I know what you’re thinking, but this film 
has imagination and some really intelli­
gent humor. It still cracks me up every' 
time! 10.Renders ( ) f  the Lost Ark {1983?)- 
Dir: Steven Spielberg. In my opinion, 
the greatest action- adventure film ever 
made.
Now you sec the kinds of films we like, 
and perhaps it will help you understand 
our reviews better. Next week: A sneak 
preview of the M ontclair State Film Fes­
tival.
MQNTCLARIQN
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The Cure; Realistic with 
a pinch of Hollywood
by Jan C. Niemira
The Cure is P eter Morton’s big screen 
directorial debut. Thbtysomething fans will 
remember Horton as Gary Sheppard, the  
sensitive, intellectual college professor. 
After directing a few  episodes of the  
yuppie-centric series, Peter Horton w ent 
on to d irect the prim e ti me seriesBitdland. 
With these and other directing feathers in 
his cap, Mr. Horton brings us The Cure.
The Cure is a warm and sensitive film 
about two eleven year old boys, Dexter, 
played by Joseph Mazzcllo {The R iver 
W ild Jurassic Park, Radio Flyer) and Eric, 
played by Brad Ren fro ( 'TheClient). Dexter, 
a victim of A.l.D.S. as a result of a blood 
transfusion, and Erik, the neighborhood 
rebel, become the best of friends in a 
Norman Rockwell-esque town that has 
no place for the stigmatized boys.
Together, theyem barkon amission to 
find a cure for D ex ter’s illness. T h e ir  
quest leads them  through a series of con­
temporary Huckleberry Finn style ad­
ventures as they float down a river of
This past Monday, 1 was privileged to 
see a screening of the  new movie The 
Cure. This movie was the feature film 
directorial debut o f thirtysomething's Pe­
ter Horton. Mr. Morton made a wonder­
ful debut with this film, combininggreat 
screen technique, wonderful actors, an 
outstanding script, and a genuine love 
for directing to create an astonishing 
spectacle for my view ing pleasure. I t’s a 
story aboutaneievenycar old boy, Dexter 
(p layed  by Jurassic P ark’s, Jo seph  
Mazzello), who has contracted the  
A.l.D.S. virus from a blood transfusion. 
He is befriended by his neighbor, an 
eleven yearold jaded by life, Erik (played 
by The Client’s, Brad Renfro). As they 
become the best o f friends, the decide to 
go on a search for the cure for A.I.D.S. It 
leads them over hill, over dale, hell, they 
even hit the dusty trail. T o  most people, 
this may sound like another sappy M y 
6V//corny flick, bu t it’s not. It’s light and 
witty, entrapping all of the characteris­
tics a child’s friendship can endure.
There were no stagnant shoots, no 
pointless scenes, all in all, it was realistic 
as a film could yet w ithout loosing that 
bit of 1 luilywo' flair every major mo­
tion picture needs.
I didn’t have m any criticisms about 
the film. Two in all actually, one was a 
cliche that we have all seen time and 
tim e again. It’s the floating shoe theory. 
W hen someone dies in a film with water 
as a main theme, som ething eventually 
floats down a river. In this case it hap­
pened to be a shoe. It could have been 
reworked in the sam e emotional format.
realization and self-discovery.
This visually beautiful film is filled 
with camera work that stresses a richness 
of color and the  capture of emotions that 
are pure and unadulterated. The Cure is a 
film which incites such a great deal of 
emotion that the audience is virtually 
unaware o f the  almost overwhelming 
numbers of them es running through it. 
T he film addresses a myriad of issues 
ranging from the glory of youth and inno­
cence to prem ature boughs with existen­
tial angst. It is the skillfully crafted script 
that allows these themes to surface w ith­
out ever becom ing an overbearing dia­
tribe.
I highly recommend that you sec The 
Cure, ft will rem ind you that you, too, 
were once eleven years old. It will show 
you what it is like to realize that you m ight 
not live to see twelve. It will rem ind you 
of just how m uch your best friend means 
to you.
Warm and witty, this film is one that 
should not be missed.
’s opinion
but in a different way. My second gripe 
was the fact that E rik’s mom, Gai I (played 
by Mótame Dea rest's, Diana Scarwid), was 
yet another ignorant A.l.D.S. jerk. Now I 
understand very wcllthatthere arc people, 
whom are dum b and think A.l.D.S. can 
be transmitted through the air and water 
fountains, bu t I am just so goddamn sick 
of seeing them  up there on the silver 
screen. M aybe Hollywood is just scared 
to be different and make a film with an 
A.l.D.S. them e without that ignorant char- 
acter, if they are, then that’s pretty pa­
thetic. Although I did not like Gail as a 
character, Ms, Scarwid pulled off her role 
very well.
D exters m om , Linda (played by Jungle 
Fever's, Annabella Sciorra), was a funny, 
yet damaged character. Ms, Sciorra had a 
tight grasp on her single m other role, so 
much that there was true love in her eyes 
as she looked at her screen son, Dexter.
The thingthat intrigued me mast about 
this film was chat unlike other “A.l.D.S. 
films” it d id n ’t focus on the “morbid 
death, wc are all dying theme.” It focused 
on the livingof life, and them om ents that 
it creates. If  you look really hard into it, 
you will understand that life, no m atter 
how sick you are, is just a series o f mo­
ments. T he fact that it involved two eleven 
year old boys was one of the real reasons 
this film was pulled off so exquisitely. 
Peter Horton m ust have been very much 
in love with this film, if he wasn’t it never 
would have turned out the way it had. 
Kudos to all the people who had anything 
to do with this film. Now, if you people 
don’t see, I ’m going to hunt you down, 
and break your arms...ciao, babe!
Cinderella: Surviving 
well past midnight
interviews by Ron Mbanese
“We do what we do... w e’re just a rock 
band.”
It may seem  hard to believe, but it’s been 
almost ten years since Cinderella appeared 
on the rock scene in the glammy mid-eight­
ies Though certainly flashy at first, the group 
also had the musical goods to grow, and did, 
on subseque nt records LongCo/dWinter (This 
one will be regarded as a classic someday), 
and Heartbreak Station (a slightly mellow mix 
of country and blues rock). Rock fans re­
sponded in kind to this Philadelphia-based 
band, and bought million of copies of this 
first trio of releases.
Now, after a nearly four-year absence 
from the scene which was marred by having 
to find a drumm er, (Ray Brinker) vocal cord 
problems, (lead singer and guitarist Tom 
Keifer) and producer switching, Cinderella 
(rounded out by Jeff LaBar, guitar, and Eric 
Brittingham, Bass) is back. Supporting what 
is possibly their strongest album  yet (Still 
Climbing, on Poylygram) the band is in the 
last leg of an American tour that will wind up 
with a concert at the Birch Hill N itc Club in 
Old Bridge on Sunday, April 30th. I recently 
spoke with cinderfella (I couldn’t resist) Eric 
Brittingham and was filled in on all things 
Cinderella and then some.
Ron Albanese (on a pay phone in the 
Student Center): How’s the tour going?
Eric Brittingham (Raleigh, North Caro­
lina): Great. These are the last two weeks of 
this club tour w e’ve been doing.
W hat’s next? Any overseas dates?
E.B: Nab, we need tour support (editor’s 
note: read as $$) for that, but we just sent a 
single out to top-forty radio. If  it flies, we’ll 
lookintodoingsomestatesideoutdoorshows, 
maybe hook up with someone.
R.A: How have ticket sales been for your 
shows?
E.B: Good, although last night was real 
shitty. T h ere  was no advertising, and where 
there was it said there was only a few tickets 
were left, so naturally people stayed away. 
But I’d say that about ninety percent of the 
shows have been sold out. T he first Birch 
Hill show was packed to the rafters-the place 
holds about a thousand, and they oversold 
five hundred tickets. You know, N ew  Jersey 
is the real rock capital. Los Angeles is really 
the fad capital. Hey, (laughing) tha t’s spelled 
F-A- D, not E- A- G! I rem em ber playing in 
north Jersey in 1980.
R.A: So there’s no Russia gigs on tap this 
time around? Incidentally, 1 felt you guys 
stole the show at the Moscow Peace Festival. 
The other bands didn’t seem to be in their 
best form...
E.B: I don’t think wc were in our best 
from! We had no sleep or food and we were 
probably really smelly! You couldn’t take a 
shower-the water was brown, our rooms were 
filled with roaches.
R.A: l x t ’s talk about S till (lim bing  a bit. 1 
think it’s a pretty bold title in this day and
Erie Brittingham of Cinderella
age. W hat the bands’ m eaning behind
it?
E.B: It means there is always higher 
ground. But it also refers to the time it 
took to make, going through three 
drum m ers and producers.
R.A: Arc you still happy with the 
final product?
E.B: I think it’s the best one yot, but 
nobody knows it’s out. Our back cata­
log is selling better. I talk to people at 
shows and they say “W hen’s the new 
recoerd coming out?” .
R.A: Getting back to the drummers, 
d idn’tyouem ploytheservicesof Kenny 
Arnoff at one point?
E.B: Oh yeah, he’s on the whole 
album , except for “H ot and Bothered” 
which was originally a movie soundtrack 
song.
R.A: Are there any songs that didn’t 
m ake it that will be released as B-sides?
E.B: 'There are no extra songs, but 
alot of times wc have live songs as 
bonus tracks. We sometimes don’t even 
know about it.
R.A: T o  me, S till Climbing is a good 
companion to Long Cold Winter.
E.Bflt picks up where I ,ong left off, 
with more instrumentation that was 
introduced on Heartbreak Station... but 
it’s not selling.
R.A: Exactly how has it done?
E.B: It’s hard to know worldwide, 
but it’s pretty much business as usual, 
¡with America’s total about a 100,000. 
People are scared to listen, they think 
w e’re ju sta  hairband from thecighties. 
T h e re  arc still fans, there’s still a mar­
ket for this music. T h a t’s what pisses 
me off.
Wc just played Myrtle Beach, and 
the opening band was real heavy, like 
Corrosion of Conform i tv, and the si ngcr 
thanked us onstage and said that people 
shouldn’t put down all of the eighties 
stuff. I hate when hands like Pearl Jam 
put down the eighties. Bands from that 
era definitely had an impact.
R.A: Looking ahead, what’s the 
game plan for the future?
E.B: W e’ll probably go hack into the 
studio this fall. W e’re improving our 
own style, not changing.
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MAIN EDITORIAL
The calls for campus unity and sensitivity are sounding very hollow now.
Last semester the OSAU was outraged by the inadvertent draping of a 
Confederate flag at the Delta Kappa Psi cafeteria table, and plenty of hand- 
wringing sympathizers were quick to support them in the indignation. We 
wonder what those sensitive sympathizers are thinking and saying now 
that the OSAU has invited Leonard Jeffries to MSU for the second time, j
When critics cited the OSAU’s prior sponsorship of Jeffries in 1991 as 
evidence of their hypocrisy, the OSAU’s official response was that they 
were not accountable for the actions of a prior executive board. Now their 
response is that Jeffries is not a racist and anti-semite as charged.
It’s hard then not to conclude that the OSAU is insincere and insensitive, 
and that serious attempts at dialogue with them result in a game of “heads 
they win, tails you lose.’’
The officially stated aim of the OSAU as a Class One organization is as 
follows:
‘ ‘The purpose of this organization is to build cooperation and 
respect among students, faculty, and administration of 
Montclair State University’s campus. To understand and appre­
ciate one another’s history and culture in order to create a har­
monious atmosphere needed for this university; to be a model 
of interaction to the campus community.”
The OSAU now faces perhaps the greatest challenge since its founding; j 
to demonstrate to the MSU campus community that these words bear any I 
resemblance to the reality of their actions.
j I
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MONTCLARION MAILBAG
When I cam e to campus today, I came 
across a flyer in the “B” Building that 
incensed me. 1 am writing this letter in 
hopes of engendering some support for 
what 1 believe is a travesty of justice that 
is about to happen on this campus.
As we all know,* this year has been 
fraught with many ugly scenes on cam ­
pus. We’ve had incidences o f sexual 
assault, physical assault, and in some 
people’s eves, the assaults against their 
race and heritage in the form of a C onfed­
erate flag in the Cafeteria. Some Black 
students on cam pus felt so cgregiously 
assaulted, that an entire fraternity were 
made to pay a price for what was de­
scribed as an ac c id e n t. I submit to you 
that these sam e “assaulted” individuals, 
namely the OSAU, arc planning to bring 
to MSU an unequivocal symbol of preju­
dice, namely the by now infamous race- 
baiter and race-hater. Professor I xonard  
Jeffries.
At the tim e o f the flag incident, the 
black students who expressed theiroppo- 
sition to the flag stated that it was im­
proper for the owner to exhibit it, be­
cause to them , simply seeing that symbol 
represented their oppression, and years of 
indignities that they and their forefathers 
and m others had to endure.
It boggles my mind to try to understand 
why these students should not be made to 
adhere to the same rules and standards of 
decency that the owner of the flag and his 
fraternity had to accept. Now, I know that 
those out there who arc fair-minded and 
believe in the Constitution arc saying, 
“But what about the First Amendment, 
the freedom of speech that each one of us 
is assured to have?” Well, I have to agree, 
until I ask m yself that same question about 
the above mentioned student and frater­
nity. T h e  young man involved in this 
situation was notallowed his First Amend­
ment rights, and his fraternity brothers, as 
a consequence, had to also endure humili­
ation because they were sitting at the table 
when this flag was inadvertently displayed.
I feel that Dr. Jeffries’ presence on 
campus is just as much an insult to my own 
sensibilities and sensitivities. T his man 
has publicly stated that all Italians were 
Mafiosi, and that all Jews were the perpe­
trators of the slave trade, among other 
epithets of racial hatred. Since there are 
many members of my family who fit into 
either or both of these categories that Dr. 
Jeffries has so defined, /  feel cgregiously 
assaulted!
MSU is supposed to be an open forum 
where people come together to discuss 
their ideals and principles in a respectful 
and courteous manner with the hopes of 
ending prejudice and ignorance. I hope 
the backers of this event will stop and 
think about what they arc saying if they 
bring this man on ourcam pus. I also hope 
that if this seminar is indeed held, all 
restrictions imposed by the college com­
munity onto the above mentioned stu­
dent and his fraternity be recinded, and an 
apology be issued by the C reek Council, 
SGA, and the OSAU to said fraternity and 
student. Furthermore, while I do not 
condone or advocate violence, all people 
who are offended by Dr. Jeffries and his 
ilk should ban together and express their 
disapproval of this proposed activity.
Barbara Leifer-Woods, Humanities
Spectre of gun 
haunts MSU 
and Montclair
OSAU draws reaction 
of disgust for Jeffries
I want to express my disgust with the 
OSAU. T he organization has distributed 
an advertisement for their “Paul Robeson 
Banquet” fcaturingspcakerDr. Leonard 
Jefferies. At the end of the advertise­
ment, Robeson is quoted.
1 am appalled that the OSAU would 
even try to com pare Leonard Jefferies 
with Paul Robeson. Robeson was a man 
of great intelligence. I Ie was a talented 
folksinger, who was seen with American 
folk heroes such as Woodie Guthrie and 
Pete Seeger. I Ie was controversial be­
cause he would not criticize the U.S.S.R. 
because it passed laws barring racial dis­
crimination. D uringthe McCarthy years, 
Robeson’s career was destroyed as a re­
sult of this and his pro-Soviet views in 
general.
Jefferies mixes Blacksclf-reliancewith 
anti-Semitism. He spews unfounded 
theories about Jews and whites. His 
messages of hate destroy any vestige of 
good that he might utter.
However mistaken Robeson may have 
been about the U.S.S.R., his life and 
career were destroyed by m en who used 
fearand distrust to crush dissent. Jefferies 
has made his fortune through the use of 
fearand distrust. The OSAU has done a 
great disservice to Robeson and to his 
memory by usinghisname to honorsuch 
an individual.
Frank Fleischman, III, Pol. Science
I am a reporter for the Montclarion and 
I have lived in this town for fifteen years 
and I’ve always felt safe. Petty criminal 
acts have always been committed in the 
town of Montclair, but the massacre at the 
VVatehung Avenue Post Office has shat­
tered all illusions of safety.
I propose that the campus community 
come together to form a citizen’s action 
group to fight for a town where the crimi­
nals cannot have access to firearms. Work­
ing with the police, we can make Montclair 
and M S I ' safe for ourselves and future 
generations.
Education is the key. We must teach 
respect forourselves and others. We must 
teach the new generation of children grow­
ing up in Montclair that violence is not the 
answer and that guns don ’t solve prob­
lems. Rather they cause more of them.
T h e  campus community must come 
together, now more than ever, to keep 
guns out of the hands of the criminals. 
Though people should have them for 
protection.
We m ust make the town of Montclair 
and MSU safe from the spectre of the gun.
Adam Krik Batkay, Political Science
MSU’s reputation 
at stake in case of 
Dr. Jankowski
Kudos to Paul Bogan, Jean-Marie 
Navetta, and the Editorial Board for the 
coverage of Dr. Jankowski’s tenure bid.
I addressed many of these same con­
cerns in letters of my own to Dean 
Fordvce, Provost Lvndc, and Chair­
man Nash.
It is clear that no consideration was 
given to rhe educational implications of 
this issue. As I student who has taken 
classes with Dr. Jankowski three times,
1 feel that the English D epartm ent is 
being deprived o f one of its most com­
petent professors because of a political 
decision. T here  is no place for politics 
in education. After reading the details 
of the proceedings so far, it appears that 
MSU is a university in name only.
I would urge all those involved to 
reconsider this decision for the good of 
the students and the reputation of MSU 
as a university.
Jacquelyn A. Cassidy, English
Jankowski said to 
set standards for
students and profs
Paul Bogan’s letter in support of Pro­
fessor Jankowski articulated (and with 
restraint!) the thoughts of many of his 
classmates and other students. I add 
these few com m ents because 1 find this 
situation baffling. One would think 
MSU or any institution of learningwould 
prize an uncommonly fine teacher in­
stead of penalizing her and students 
who wish to pursue academic excel­
lence.
Dr. Jankowski is all the more out­
standing as a teacher because of the 
great contrast betw een the standard she 
has set for herself and her students, and 
that of too many of her colleagues. It is 
obvious that she approaches her work 
with com petence and dedication. Is her 
contract not being renewed because of 
her “reach”? Docs lowering the stan­
dard remove the threat of such compari­
son? It is perfectly reasonable that an 
attitude of skepticism  has taken root in 
the face of blatant inequity, as it affects 
both Professor Jankowski’s contractual 
status and students’expectations. Sadly, 
there is the added injustice of nuturing 
cynicism in an environm ent where hon­
esty and optimism should prevail.
Kathleen Basile, English
19
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“Modern holocaust of traditional morals” seen
I’d like to address Ms. Navetta and her friends from 
the philosophy departm ent. I am not surprised my last 
lettercvoked such shrill denunciations from some quar­
ters. Their correspondences provide a fine debate for 
the college campus but how do these arguments, or 
rather, opinions survive in the real world that exists 
outside the realm o f academia? T here  arc people out 
there trying to earn a living, trying to start families, trying 
to live life for a higher purpose. How do the “pick and 
choose” values offered in these letters apply to them? Or 
are these opinions only valid in the realm of personal 
opinion? They arc not recognizing that a past exists 
which goes beyond individual experience. Social progress 
is conceivable only on the basis of tradition. We don’t 
need to start from scratch, we can rest on knowledge 
which has already been acquired.
These correspondents claim to be open-minded. 
Ironically, they w on’t hear the rational argum ents being 
presented to them . I t’s easy to talk around the issue, but 
let’s get to the cen ter of it. What is it they are refuting? 
God? Morals? Traditional standards that arc still widely 
practiced?
These letters are devoid of any real moral system. 
T hey  arc merely personal opinions that can be justified 
by leading one to believe that anyone’s opinion can 
constitute a reasonable rationale for life. W ithout a set 
system of morals, people can justify any thought or 
action. God can be dead, truth can be lost, morals can be 
relative. Let me explain. Everyone does not have the 
right to theirown opinion. Rather, they have the respon­
sibility to see that their opinion is right. N o one has the 
“right” to the opinion that 1+1=4 or that it is a good idea 
to give a child a loaded gun. These opinions are wrong 
and aren’t consistent with reason. What if it is someone’s 
opinion that m urder and mayhem is erotic? Does that 
opinion have any basis in morality?
What seems to I ,isa Stocckcl as an argum ent from a
“W hite, Christian standpoint” may be a sound argu­
m ent. Is there anything wrong with it? I am a conserva­
tive of life and love and am not seeking to deny, devalue, 
or censor the love of the body. I am advocating the 
openingof minds to a higher purpose: the continuity and
eternity  of the earth, love, man and woman, the cosmos. 
T h e  system of morality I'm  advocating is simple. It is 
life-affirming. The “free love”-style but “responsible” 
morality advocated in these letters only fosters the type 
of meaningless sex that leads to cynicism, boredom,
despondence. This is because they ‘re not advocating 
the type o f sex that ascribes to any meaningful set of 
values. W hat they wish to justify is everywhere. It is 
fool’s gold. T h e  real gold lies in sex for a higher purpose 
which is found by the patient and skillful prospector.
Jean-M arie Navetta’s colum n last week was titled 
“Critics Continue to Miss M ark” and rightly so, she 
wasn’t making any points to criticize, she’s only offering 
opinions which lack adherence to any real moral system 
except her own. In her recent column all she did was 
impose “N avetta’s rules of d eb a te” to my last letter. She 
took the quintessential discourse I was expounding out 
of context. Ultimately, she was talking around the issue.
I ’d like to inform Moses Sackowitz, he shou ldn’t 
underestim ate the hormonal control of youth. I recog­
nize the surge of hormones thatcom esw ith puberty. But 
I question if there is any such thing as responsible sex. 
Youth do not have the wisdom that comes with age that 
would allow them to fully com prehend the act o f sex in 
all its profoundness. Youth are typically not in a financial 
or psychological position to deal with the consequences 
of sex. Responsible, married adults are the most likely 
candidates to engage in responsible sex.
O ur culture is breaking down. Wc arc at a point of a 
modern holocaust of traditional morals. If you need 
proof look at the cover of any magazine or the average 
Hollywood film. Sex is being used as a drug to fill the 
void of the contemporary soul.
If  anything, these recent correspondences regarding 
morality (or the lack thereof) have brought me a deep 
sadness. T hese  letters fail to convince me that I should 
replace m y current set of values with theirs. I don’t see 
them qualifying any better reasons to depart from tradi­
tion. D on’t let them fool you. T h e  freedom they seek is 
illusory. It is enslavement that will result. True freedom  
has boundaries.
Darla Bruno, English
Or is it “one’s intrinsic right to self-expression” ?
Jean-Marie N avetta ’s call to “recognize that expres- 
sionsarcoftcn undertaken responsibly outside the bounds 
of traditional m atrim ony” in April lo th ’s “Critics Con­
tinue to Miss M ark” is right on target. T h e re  are droves 
of people involved in many diverse m odes of caring 
relationships who do enjoy sex responsibly.
T hat is to say, there’s an infinity o f people who as 
boyfriends, girlfriends, homosexuals, live-in lovers, on- 
again/off-again hearth robs, younger/oldercouples, older/ 
younger couples, close friends, and to be honest, extra­
marital and menage-a-trois companions partaking in 
intercourse.
Think about it. Does it really stand to reason that this 
oceanic segment o f society is acting foolishly?' I hough I 
have no scientific proof, logic alone would dictate we’re 
looking at a legion o f at least 50 million involved in most 
of the above cited relationships. Now does anyone 
expect me to believe that this 50 million, or even a tenth 
of this figure, is w reaking havoc disease-wise?
Granted that S T D ’s( Sexually Transm itted Diseases) 
arc nothing to sneeze at, but I defy anyone to demon­
strate that the overwhelming majority of this vast pool is 
not acting responsibly. Besides, can you really win the 
war against ST D ’s by simply exhorting abstinence until 
marriage. O f course not!
Concerning S T D ’s, the most expedient course of 
action lies in education and frank discussion about sex. 
A fter all. friendly candid discussion about the perils of 
S T D ’s and prophylactic measures to minimize infection 
\ ill go much farther than sermonizing about premarital 
>iuis. In other words, you’ll catch more flies with honey 
than vinegar.
First of all, merely counseling celibacy until you tie 
the knot is not going to resolve the STD  problem. No 
m atter how hard the advocates of celibacy ruffle their 
feathers, it’s not going to change the fact that many 
people will consider buying a feather pen before buying 
celibacy.
Second, not every relationship is marriage-compat­
ible. For instance, a twosome that is content with living 
together, homosexuality, or being intimate friends al­
ready have things figured out without marriage. Thus,
the tim e-honored custom o f waiting until your w edding 
night has no practical value whatsoever.
T hird , what ever happened to the right to choose? 
After all, to be or not to be celibate is a decision that 
should be determined individually. T o begin with, sex 
is an intim ate expression of one’s sentiments towards 
another. Consequently, any attem pt to regulate consen­
sual sexual rclationships(asidefromstatuatory rape) would 
bean infringement on one’s intrinsic right to self-expres­
sion.
M orever, don’t the apostles o f virginity realize that it 
is impossible to ensure that most people, let alone 
everyone, remain celibate? I mean, there is simply no 
way to accomplish this hopelessly quixotic goal. Indeed, 
even the m ost Victorian society on the face of the earth 
could do nothing more than tilt at windmills.
For all these reasons, I recom m end that all the cham ­
pions of chastity until marriage wake up and smell the 
cappuccino. T he ideal of virginity may not be obsolete, 
but it is, to say the last, highly impratical.
T om  Bond, French
Read about the candidates, pages 4 and 5 !
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Apologist
by Nelson Mon so
Philosophy folk 
get wake-up call 
on careless use of 
informal fallacies
1 was happy to see so many Philosophy majors join in 
on the virginity debate last week. However, I was 
disappointed to see that they all committed logical 
fallacies. For exam ple, Moses Sackowitz {Education and  
responsibility offeree! e/s the solution to society's sexual prob­
lems) commits the Consensus Gentium (majority rules) 
fallacy because he argues that since most young people 
don’t want to stay virgins until they are married, virginity 
can no longer be the answer. Since when did reality 
become a democracy?
I asa Stoeckel ( Vi trinity called a value o f White, Christian 
America ) commits the Genetic Fallacy because she as­
sumes that since virginity is advocated by Christianity, it 
m ust be narrow-minded. Calling an idea “White, Chris- 
tian-American,” does not prove it false. Furthermore, 
she should look at the historical evidence for more 
information on the universality of chastity before mar­
riage in most prem odern societies.
I )e bora h Da rev (Individual happiness placed above sanc­
tioned sexuality ) comm its the Category Fallacy of combin­
ing sexual pleasure with a healthy relationship. Sexual 
pleasure is good, but psychological research shows that a 
healthy relationship involves the m ind, will, and em o­
tions of those involved, and not necessarily sexual plea­
sure. Indeed, a marriage that ends in divorce because of 
unsatisfying sex should not have been a marriage in the 
First place, because there was no true love at all.
Jean-Marie N avetta fairly challenged me iri her col­
umn {Critics continue to miss the m ark) on a couple of points 
I should haveaddressed by now. First, I never advocated 
shunning women only. I was merely stating a fact of one 
of the many practices of American culture twenty years 
ago. I advocate the shunning of anyone who practices 
breaking any moral law. Second, I have necessarily 
excluded homosexuals because I th ink we should first 
consider whether homosexuality isc itheran  alternate or 
a dangerous lifestyle.
I 'his is an issue 1 will expand on later, but allow me to 
give some reasons now. According to research by Dr. 
Paul Cameron, homosexuals as a population have a 
significantly shortened life-span, irrespective of AIDS: 
approximately 45 years. Additional research, conducted 
in 1992, compared 5,371 obituaries from American ho­
mosexual journals to a large sample o f obituaries from 
regular newspapers. T he  median age of homosexuals 
was virtually the same nationwide (39 to 42 years old) 
and, overall, less than 2-percent survived to that age. 
AII )S, heart attacks, cancer, and liver failure were excep­
tionally common. 1 his kind of information suggests that 
homosexuality should not be condoned by the law until 
we can be sure that it is not a dangerous lifestyle.
Remember, 1 am questioning the lifestyle, and not 
the homosexuals themselves. 1 have many homosexual 
friends and I would like to keep them . We should all be 
allies for truth, rather than enemies attacking each other.
Opinion/Thursday, April 20, 1995
From the Left
by Frank F/eischman III
Speech codes 
deserve scorn
“Hi ho, hi ho, off to the burlesque I go! I pay two bits 
to sec girls’ ti...”
Oops. Maybe I shouldn’t finish that little ditty. It’s 
sexist, perhaps obscene. A little child might see those 
words and go to sleep dreaming about what lurks be­
neath a woman’s blouse. Besides, if I print that nasty 
word for a wom an’s breast, I might be in violation of The 
Code.
What is The Code, you ask? It is a prototype code, the 
subjectofan open forum this past Monday night. As I am 
writing this, the forum is going on, so I do not know its 
outcome.
Outside of Building B, there were excerpts of the 
code printed on huge posterboards. I'he code read in 
part, “Any student who communicates either directly or 
anonymously, verbally or written, or in any way commu­
nicates at inconvenient hours, any speech or expression 
deemed inappropriate or threatens violence based on 
race, religion, gender,ethnicity, sexual preference, physi­
cal or mental abilities shall be in violation of the Code.”
Well, that took care of half the speech that is heard 
every day on the campus. Who decided what is appro­
priate speech? For that matter, what is an “inconvenient 
hour”? Can you only say certain things between 8 p.m. 
and 6 p.m. on the third Monday of each vernal equinox? 
Or is it simpler than that? Could a woman receiving a 
note from a secret admirer at 3 a.m. that says “Hey babe, 
meet me at the Student Center in an hour” claim 
“inappropriate speech at an inconvenient hour” ?
T here is the fear that some speech may lead to 
violence. 1 low can one be certain that a particular word 
or expression will provoke someone to violence? 1 lere 1 
speak from personal experience. Since I started as a 
Montclarion columnist in the fall of 1993, I have been 
branded a Communist, an atheist, a socialist, and 1 have 
seen accused ofspewing “red swill" and “bolshie blather.” 
Those names offended me, and continue to do so, but I 
have yet to hit anyone.
Speaking from experience as a colum nist who has 
been writing since the age of 19,1 have come to realize 
a truth about free speech in general, and opinion writing 
in particular. In civilized society, it is not polite to pick 
fights. In the tough and sometimes nasty words of 
opinion writing, as well as in the testing of ideas, picking 
fights on paper is absolutely necessary. O ne doesn’t gain 
credibility or popularity with readers by simply respond­
ing to events; sometimes a writer must pick a subject and 
shove it in the reader’s face. T h a t’s Fleischm an’s I ,awof 
Opinion Writing.
However, if this code is indeed im plem ented, I offer 
this particular passage of total filth that encourages racist, 
sexist, or homophobia remarks for im m ediate censor­
ship: “Congress shall make no law respecting an estab­
lishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 
thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the 
press; or of the right of the people to peaceably assemble, 
and to petition the Governm ent for a redress of griev­
ances.”
f -------------  ---------------------- —
Codes are
This w eek ! heard about a “Speech C ode” discus­
sion. I w asn’t there. I heard about it too late, but I 
would like to address the notion that a speech code 
could even exist. At first lsaid okay, th is is ahsurd, but 
I’m almost out of here, why should I care? T h en  it 
suddenly dawned on me that these people will soon 
be out in.the “real world” infringing on my rights as 
a United States citizen.
I am beginning to wonder what kind of institution 
M SIr is becoming when the freedom of speech is 
slowly being taken away. Better vet, is this typical of 
what is happening in the “real world”? Flow long will 
it be before certain books will just disappear from the 
library shelves and I’ll be arrested for writing this 
letter?
I understand that these people have everyone's 
best interest in mind, but I don’t understand why this 
stranger, the censor, has so much power over me. Did 
I give it to him/her? By being passive, we allow this 
ignorance to continue. If we choose to allow other 
people to define our rights, soon w e’ll be standing in 
line waiting to buy our morality checker, just so our 
term papers won’t offend or cause discussion.
O f course, when it comes down to censorship, it all 
depends on who is doing the censoring. What if we 
had Hitler as our censor? Or how about I'arrakhanrO r 
chc KKK?
W hen those in pow er persecute others for what 
they say, does anyone’s freedom really even exist?
i leather Bushby. English
Erica’s Beat will return
next w eek.
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Native
American
by Joseph Paternoster
Former Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara’s 
book, In Retrospect has been the topic of as much, if not 
more, discussion than Charles M urray’s The Pell Cut ve. 
Mr. McNamara was Secretary o f Defense during the 
Vietnam War until he left his job in 1968: the war 
continued for another seven years. What does Mr. 
McNamara write that is so inflammatory? Let’s take a 
look.
Mr.McNamara writes that the war was “impossible” 
to win “short o f genocidal destruction” and that he knew 
this as early as 1965. In 1966 he told reporters off the 
record that the bombing campaign would not end the 
war. And by 1967 he believed that this country would 
suffer “a major national disaster” if it did not stop the 
war. So, as Secretary of Defense, and “knowing” all of 
these things w hat did he do? Nothing.
lie  says o f speaking out: “(It) would have been a 
violation of my responsibility to the President and my 
oath to uphold the Constitution.” I lis belief is that he is 
a servant appointed by the President and lie is not 
allowed independent political standing. However, no­
where in the Constitution is his theory supported. And. 
in fact, as a soldier you are told not to follow unlawful 
orders and that it is your duty to turn in the order-issuing 
officer. Mr. M cNamara did neither o f these things.
\  1 r. McN a mara offers another defense for his silence. 
In a Newsweek interview he said that his speaking out 
afterhe left the government would not havestopped the 
war: “My voice w ouldn’t have m ade any difference,” he 
said. Please, Mr. McNamara, are people to believe that 
he thought that the advisement o f a former Secretary of 
Defense would fall on deaf ears? It is not credible that 
someone of Mr. McNamara’s intelligence would be­
lieve something so ridiculous.
Mr.McNamara believes that our Vietnam policy was 
“wrong, terribly wrong,” because we lost the war. T here  
is a different theory', though, that is much more believ­
able. If the Vietnam war is taken as an isolated war, Mr.
Positive 
Controversy
By Ent/ania Perez-Jaqi/ez
As I brow sed through the registration book for the 
summer, I realized that the English Department is 
offeringacourse entitled, “Lesbian Fiction and Poetry” . 
T he course is designed to em phasize not only how 
lesbianism effects a woman’s sense of identity, but also 
how it impacts all levels of society.
I support the MSI ”s attempt to educate people who 
have developed an unjust image o f homosexuals. M uch 
of this view is based on the fact that they feel that these 
individuals d o n ’t comply with the norms set by society. 
We must exam ine and try to understand these groups’ 
ideologies and learn about their interests, feelings, and 
personalities before we even consider labeling them  as 
“deviants.” M any studies have proved that homosexu­
ality is not a psychological disorder. Rather, people are 
born hom osexual. Many of m y friends who are 
homophobic oppose homosexuality because they fear 
that a gay or lesbian will be attracted to them. I lowever, 
this is a fallacious premise; it is equivalent to saying that 
every male will be attracted to every female and vice 
versa.
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Repentance comes 
late to McNamara
McNamara is right. However, this theory contends that 
the Korean, Vietnam, and Cold wars were all battles 
against Communism-some of which the L.S. lost. But in 
the end, with the tearing down of the Berlin Wall, 
Communism crumbled. Next, talk or think about the 
Vietnam War, think of it as one in a series of battles 
against Com m unism  - because tha t’s what it was.
Another question that has been  raised about Mr. 
McNamara’s book is “why?” W hat is his motivation for 
writing it after 20 years? Money? No. Fame? Certainly 
not. Maybe, at least partially, he wrote for Bill Clinton 
and theotherswhoprotested the war. PresidentClinton’s 
reelect numbers are down 21%, and as for his approval 
rating, C linton cannot get it up above 43%. Mr. 
McNamara’s book is published, the President goes on 
CN N and states that he now feels vindicated for “giving 
aid and comfort to the enemy,” as Bob Dorman puts it. 
The President thinks, apparently, that his “vindication” 
will help him. But I would advise him tostccrclearof the 
issue, veterans do not support him and this will surely not 
win him any converts.
Lastly, I just have a few closing remarks as a VFW. 
The 58,000 Americans who gave their lives, countless 
others that were wounded, and others who served their 
country in Vietnam deserve nothing but the greatest 
respect and sympathy from their civilian counterparts. 
Many of them  have suffered deep  (and unhealing) 
psychological and physical scars as a result of the war and 
their treatment thereafter. Imagine returningback to the 
good of L.S. of A after serving two or three tours in 
Vietnam - and being spit on and yelled at; being treated 
like the enemy.
1 hope Mr. M cNamara’s is the last of one these books 
that try to tell us that those 58,000 lives were lost in vain. 
And if he could have stopped it, some of those deaths at 
least, should be blamed on him. T h an k  you, veterans of 
all foreign wars. Now may you rest in peace - both the 
living and the dead.
Gay issues 
education achieved
A professor told me that he dislikes when homosexu­
als make a private part of their lives, namely their sexual 
preference, an issue and organize into advocate groups 
based on this distinction. While I adm it that it might not 
be necessary to divulge our sexual preferences to the 
world, 1 recognize this as a response to society’s criticism 
and discrimination towards their lifestyle. 'Phis is proven 
in the large num ber of cases in which homosexual 
individuals are fired because they are “suspected” of 
being gay or lesbian. To vindicate their rights, it is 
necessary to resort to these advocacy groups .
It is also absurd that gays are not allowed in the 
military. W hat does sexual preference have to do with 
combat skills? Even the fathers of democracy, the 
Greeks, practiced homosexuality. 11 was not unusual for 
Greek men to have male lovers.
It is discrimination and prejudice that has provoked 
the the need for the onset of so many advocacy groups. 
Flic only way for us to halt this hostility is by respecting 
people’s decisions and personalities, regardless of their 
ideologies or sexual preferences.
Horrific events 
turn to routine
What is wrong with the world today? I think it is safe 
to say that there is now officially nowhere to go to be free 
of danger in this country. W ith the car bombing that 
occurred on W ednesday in Oklahoma City, com ­
pounded with the muders in the Montclair post office 
last month, it really makes me wonder if there is any 
hope for m ankind.
On a much more personal level, my sister gets held 
up at gunpoint in Brick, New Jersey while working at 
Chucky C h eese ’s Pizza Restaurant. I do not wish to 
make any connection between the three events be­
cause it is obvious which ones are more severe. Yet I get 
the same feeling when I think about the three places 
and the likelihood of such an event occurring. I never 
thought it could happen in these places.
What is it inside a person.that makes them wish to 
commit these acts? I do not believe that there is anyone 
who can answer that question. 1 am sure that there are 
so called professionals who th ink that they can analyze 
the way a person thinks, but I th ink that the excuse, “he 
came from a broken home,” can only be used so many 
times.
Another problem I noticed was that America is 
becoming m uch too accepting o f these tragic events, 
l ake the Oklahoma City bom bing for example. It 
occurred at 9:00 am and was im m ediately broadcast on 
all the major networks. Most o f the people I talked to 
were interested until about noon when both the O.J. 
Simpson case and Soap Operas (sometimes it is easy to 
confuse the two) were due to be on.
It was like people had their fill o f the event and they 
were ready to put their big walls back up and pretend 
that they w ere safe and that they lived in a place where 
the “tragic things that happen in those other places,” 
could never occur. Don’t these people realize that it just 
did occur. Oklahoma City, Brick, N ew  Jersey, Montclair. 
These are places similiar to w here you live.
They are not the so-called “trouble areas” . Yet 
people do not notice this. T h e y  saw what happened, 
accepted it and then went back about their daily routine 
thinking “thank  God nothing like that could ever 
happen here.” Or could it?
It is truly a shame that it takes a catastrophic event 
like the three I have mentioned in order to get people 
to wonder about their safety. And even then, people 
will feel worried only as long as the story remains on the 
front cover. O nce it is gone, people will forget the shock 
they felt w hen they first heard or their astonishment at 
the location of the tragedy. As for me, I will never again 
forget about these people because I was one of them .
1 live in a rural town of senior citizens that is aban­
doned during the winter and bom barded with tourists 
over the sum m er. This tranquil world was shattered 
when my sister became one o f those victims that people 
read about and are thankful that they were in a ’’safe” 
part of the world. Which is exactly what the peope who 
went to work in that office in Oklahoma City thought, 
exactly what the men in the post office in Montclair 
thought and exactly what my sister thought.
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T h e  M o n t e l a n o n  e n d o r s e s .  .  .
SGA President______
Michael Roessiter
SGA Vice President 
Amy Fisher
Michael Roessner: Student Advocate
Michael has expressed better than any 
candidate what the SGA President ought 
to be: an advocate for the students. And 
he has the right stuff to measure up to that 
ideal. His energy is impressive and his 
comm itm ent is total. T hese qualities, 
combined with his outstanding ability to 
work with all kinds of people, add up to a 
recipeforsuccess. In arduous fights, where 
other candidates might find themselves 
lacking spirit or conflicted in their mo­
tives, Michael’s tirelessness and single- 
mindedness of purpose will see the fight 
through to victory for the student interest.
SGA Treasurer______
Jane Loake
Jane Loake: A Hope For Improve­
ment
T he unopposed candidacy of Jane for 
Treasurer raises certain concerns. Jane 
says she will work to facilitate the spend­
ing of funds usefully rather than to stand 
as an obstacle to their disbursement. We 
support this aim and hope that the coop­
eration and flexibility she pledges will 
result in a welcome change in the T rea­
surer position. We also hope she will have 
the determination to stand by her own 
opinions, and toensurc that personal views 
will not interfere with the responsible 
execution of her duties.
Picture not 
available.
SGA elections start 
this Saturday and end 
next Wednesday. 
Make yourself heard. 
Go out and vote.
Amy Fisher: Leadership and Effi­
ciency
Amy is determined and resourceful. 
She thinks well on her feet and has the * 
clarity and strength o f conviction to solve 
the problems that would face her as Vice- 
President. She is independent enough to 
argue an unpopular point ofvicw if repre­
sents the best course. W e believe that she 
is the best candidate to bring much- 
needed efficiency to the legislative pro­
cess. She is highly organized, graceful 
underpressure and willing to bringdclin- 
q uen t legislators into line.
SGA Secretary_______
Lauren Pytleski
Lauren Pytleski: M aturity and Skill
T h e  sole candidate for Secretary, 
Lauren will bring valuable skills to the 
position. T he organizational experience 
she has gained by working as a temp for 
major corporations, and her work with the 
G E R  committee w ill serve her goals well. 
I zuiren plans to work toward a better use 
o f faculty knowledge and experience as a 
resource for students.
ROT Student Alternate
Steve Buendia
Steve Buendia: Accomplished Veteran
It is sad to see yet another post tmeon- 
tested, but it is a relief that the lone candi­
date  should he som eone like Steven 
Buendia. 1 lis resume shows him to be a 
solid representative, familiar with the con­
cerns of students and the workings of 
cam pus organizations. 1 le is a veteran of 
the SGA legislature and ( ¡reek affairs, but 
his crowning accomplishments are his 
presidenciesofa fraternity (Lambda Theta 
Phi land aClassOne organization (LASO).
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John J. O'Suujvan aslhfpat
THF COMPUTFR AGAIN.
Calvin and Hobbes by B ill W atterson
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
He's making his nest now ... There! See it? 
That scm-of-a-... He s got himself a futon!”
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
"OK. you two! Problem solved!"
Calvin a n d  Hobbes by B ill W atterson
Calvin a n d  Hobbes by B ill W atterson
Calvin a n d  Hobbes by B ill W atterson
Calvin a n d  Hobbes by B ill W atterson
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
" PEAR F V N K  CM.MIN,
1  WROTE. TH IS SkVkRN. WWS BEFORE. 
W  W IU. RkCEN E IT . rx i'V k  OoNk 
W IN G S I  WME.NT DONE -fCWVE 
SEEN  W INGS I  HEMENT SEEN  . « 0  
KNOW TUINGS 1 DCWl RN5W, TOO 
I 'JCV.T 0OG •
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THE Crossword
*
ACROSS 
1 Cotton package 
5 Pursuer of Moby 
Dick 
9 injure 
T3 Extent 
14 It. city
16 To shelter
17 Hatr salon 
worker
19 Course
20 Nav. off.
21 Writing fluid
22 Frighten 
24 Shaping
machine 
26 Recently 
28 Vintage actor 
George —
30 Shop
34 Roseanne ol TV
37 Once —  blue 
moon
38 Classifier
39 Winglike
40 Heron
42 Indians
43 Woodland gods 
of myth
45 Front of cycle or 
corn
46 Undercover 
agent
47 Watery swelling
48 Swanson of old 
movies
50 One who 
complies 
52 Start
56 More alarming 
59 Pad
61 Golf score
62 Droop
63 Testing place
66 Arm bone
67 Play a ban|0
68 Vases
69 Govt, agent
70 Simple
71 Finest
DOWN
1 Tower ol —
2 Sporting 
location
3 Smallest
4 — de cologne
01 W$ Tn«v* t o w n ,  Inc. u ftaha ntMfwd
B r a in  f r if d  f r o m
THOSF. ANNOYING
classes? T h e  a n ­
swers ARE ON THE 
NEXT page!!!
5 Opposed to: 
dial
6 Badgering (a 
performer)
7 Black cuckoo
8 Brags
9 US president
10 Thanks — !
11 True
12 Persian
15 Poker money 
1B Row 
23 And
25 Col. Potter on 
"MASH'
27 Generally 
29 Fibs
31 Preminger
32 Spool
33 Gaelic
34 Vile
35 "When I 
was — ...”
36 Appraise 
36 Bustle 
41 Very big
44 Nobel physicist
48 Spin
49 Tiny amount 
51 Moray and
lamprey
53 Seed
54 Deserves
55 Rendezvous
56 Close down
57 Serene
58 King ot Siam's 
triend
60 Fighting group
64 Bikini top
65 Washing place
( ] r s l < O T > A s 'S  c o / A P e r - f i f ' i v / ?  
J O B  M A P -K E -T , A. c o w P i - C T f  
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V o u r / ^ ^ / H o r e s c o p e
b y  Ruby W yner-lo  
A.A.B.R ■certified Astrologer
★
★
Aries: (Mar. 21-A pr. 19) The stars 
make one request of you: share 
cute stories about your octopus 
with repulsive crack addicts.
Taurus: {Apr. 20-M ay 20) The 
dream you had about a sweaty 
fat man eat ing octopus was more 
than a dream— It was a sweaty 
fat man eating octopus!
Gemini: (May 21-June 21) A ni­
mal rights activists protest your 
"Bowling for O ctopus" restau- 
rant/bowling alley.
Cancer: (June 22-July 22) Your 
octopus-scented perfume will be 
the hottest fragrance on the 
market.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) Out of 
sponges?Use an octopus instead!
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) If you're 
worried about there not being 
enough octopi in the world, 
don’t. There's plenty!
Libra: (Sept. 23-O ct. 23) If your 
spouse complains you aren't at­
tentive enough, ignore it and go 
read a book about the octopus.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) If you 
have trouble telling the differ­
ence between octopi and squid, 
th en  shoot yourself in the head, 
dimwit. The octopus is a glori­
ous animal and th e  squid is a 
slimy piece of sea garbage. 
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-D ec. 21) 
Before you start kissing anybody, 
it m ight he a good idea co re­
m ove the octopus from  your 
m outh.
C ap rico rn : (Dec. 22 -Jan . 19) 
Trouble with your m ate means 
it's time to slap h im  or her with 
the  business end of an  octopus. 
A quarius: (Jan. 20-Feh. 18) If rhe 
question is about octopi, the 
answer must be yes.
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) Inky is a 
great name for an octopus.
If you aren't a fan o f the octopus, 
omit it from this week's hsrroscope 
and replace it W’tth the word 
"chicken."
© 1995 by Onion Features Syndicate
1995 H umor Section Poll
~1
PLEASE FILL THIS OUT!
Social Security#:. 
M ajor:_________
D ale of G raduation:
W h at  is your favorite part of the h u m o r
SECTION ?:______________________________________
W h y?:___________________________________
W h at  is your least favorite part of t h e
HUMOR SECTION?:____________________________
W h y?:_____________________________ _
Fact it ; I’m  a sl u t  t o  the M S U  
C o m m u n it y . I t you  w a n t  som e­
t h  rNC;, h ey , I 'n  g e t  r r  for ya! Ie 
you  d o n 't  u k e  s o m e  11 UNO, HFU. 
I 'u  F'lxn 1 o r y a ! FoRGEiABOirmH! 
Bui, ie y o u  d o n ' t n  u  m e  what
YOU WAN 1, I CAN’T' 1X5 A DAMN
11 iin c ! P lease i iu . o u t  ti iis i j it u
BALLOT AND BRING II TO THE
MONTCLARION. In  a week o r  
so , I'm  g o in g  t o  p u t  a selection  oe 
DIFFERENT NEW CAR LOONS TO 
CHOOSE FROM. If YOU DON'T UKE 
SOMETHING AND YOU DON1!'PARTICI­
PATE, YOl 11 LAVE N  O  RIGHT TO BITCH 
AT Ml LAITR, SO GE L YOUR BU IT IN 
GEAR AND HU. THIS OUT.
T hank  y o u ,
J o h n J. O ’S u u jv a n  
H u m o r  E d i lor
C o m m ents:
L
MONTCLARION
____ 1
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INCREDIBLY BAD MARKETING IDEAS.C andice 's W orld
Jy  b y  C a n d ic e  M eyer(
Top 10 Reasons to Go to the 
Senior Bash:
10. Open Bar.
9. The Holiday Inn is conve­
niently located across the 
street.
8. It’s a good excuse to take 
off of work.
7. You’ll get to see the Stu­
dent Center Cafeteria dressed 
up.
6. People will be doing the 
predictable mating call: “I’m 
soooooooo drunk.”
5. Amy Fisher will be there. 
4. Open Bar.
3. You don’t have to be se­
nior to go.
2. They don’t check I.D.
1. Open Bar.
by John J. O’Sullivan
I Can’t Believe it’s Not Lard.™ 
Wacky Fun Piece-O-Paper™. 
The “Make Y ou r own Guillo­
tine”™ Action  
Fun Kit.
T e r r o r i s t -  
Magic Barbie™. 
F o r t u n e ’ s ™  
new coffee fla­
vor: “Napalm  
Hazelnut”.
E v e r C l e a r ™
Lite.
The n ew  G I- 
JOE™ a c t io n  
figure: “Barney  
the Terrorsaurus.”
“Bohn  H a l l  Sp rings  
Bottled Water. 
MACINTOSH™ computers. 
“Captain Bleeding-Gums”™  
Breakfast Cereal.
The “W acky Fun Collapsing  
P l a y h o u s e ™ .  ” 
“Theatre o f  the Absurd™.”
The T im othy Leary™ D rug  
Rehab Center.
Cabbage Patch Landmines™.
Crest™ “N ico ­
tine C o ffe e  
M in t” T o o th ­
paste.
B roken  W in g  
Airlines™. 
Wacky Fun Flo- 
rescent Puke™. 
Kato Kaelin ’s™ 
Book
Keds™  w ith  
sandpaper in ­
soles.
“N ew t G in g r ic h ™ ” B ra n d  
Condoms.
The New McDonalds™ Burger 
o f the M onth “Swolen Artery  
Mold Surprize”.
If you like any o f my ideas, 
send me money. Please?!?!!
TM w
Postcards From  the L edge
by Kurt Richardson
y w :
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A PIECE OF WISDOM:
Nothing is permanent in
THIS WORLD...EXCEPT EOR 
MARKERS.
O Ü B L J  U U t D H  O D C 3 B  
□ L I L J U  D L J D O e  U D B I f l  
O U E D  D U  D ID  ED EDO B O D L l  
□ Ü C J  U U C ]  liti I I  L U I  H U  
O B E D E D  □  L l U t l I T U
UI1LUJUU IDÜB0B  
UBIDII I ILILI BUHHEDU 
□ B O B  E1BUIDB EHDOD 
□BEJL1UU DUD EDULI LI 
Í1CIEDUU UBUUUID
DUBDDD BUDUD  
UUULUDEJÜ UDB
01 ID ED ID □U UBUUUUBCl 
U B I] ID ID OUT DU IDBUID 
□LUDID LIU DU B O D E
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College Life:
A Few Things To Know
lOed S 45" fexHookj- - for  more than 2.5^  eacA.
M O W :  w£i ch 30-iTi inu+€î-or-if ,î-'free  
pizza place always Takes exact ly  3> minutes.
M o w * vvlllC
<^Marter-eatin3 laundromat  
machines 4o avoid.
KNOW THE cop e;
IT A L IA  W COSTS USS  THAN 1-ÿ o o -cO llfC T
Hey, on college campuses those “in the know” are the ones who rule. 
And it’s not just about being smart in the classroom, it’s about being wise 
with your wallet as well. So if you want a great low price on a collect call, 
just dial 1 800-CALL-ATT It always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT Always.
There are lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here’s 
something that’s easy: KNOW THE CODE, and save the person on the 
other end some serious money You’ll be glad you did.
d i a l 1 8 0 1 0
C" A T T l
—  —  ■—
A T T I
A L W A Y S  C O S T S  L E S S  
T H A N  1 - 8 0 0 - C O L L E C T . *
A1<ST. Y o u r  T h i e  V o ic e *
• Promotions excluded. 1-800-COLLECT“  is a service mark of MCI. AT&T © 1995 AT&T
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To place a classified ad please caR 
655-5237 $10 per week 
________25 to 30 words
i
!
I
Where Your Success Story Begins
For more information, mail the coupon to Saint Peter’s College, Corey Vigdor, 
Assistant Dean, 2641 Kennedy Blvd., Jersey City, New Jersey 07306, or call 
(201) 915-9009.
□  Please send me a summer □  I'm  not interested in attending
catalog. the summer sessions, but I am
interested in receiving information.
CHECK THE APPROPRIATE PROGRAM AND CAMPUS
□  Undergraduate Classes □  MBA/MIS Program 
□  Graduate Programs in Education
I ! Jersey City Campus I 1 Englewood Cliffs Campus
Nam e---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A ddress-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
City-----------
Phone: Day
State.
Evening -
Zip.
MSU
Furnished room - Separate 
entrance, 2 blocks from 
college, female preferred. 
$75/wk. Call 783-3584.
Alaska Summer Employ­
ment - Students Needed! 
Fishing Industry. Earn up 
to $3,000-$6,000+ per 
month. Room and 
board! Transportation!
Male or Female. No 
Experience necessary.
Call (206) 545-4155 ext. 
A50961.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - 
Earns up to $2,000+ month. 
World travel. Seasonal & 
full-time positions. No exp. 
necessary. For info.
Call 1-206-634-0468 ext. 
C50961.
Afterschool Baby-sitter 
wanted for Mon-Fri 3 
p.m.-6 p.m. For 2 well- 
behaved children, 12 and 
8 in our home in Montclair. 
Prefer you have a car. 
$6.00/hr. Call 744-8865.
SECRETARY: Part-time, 
flexible day hours. Fair- 
field real estate appraisal 
office seeks organized 
take-charge individual. 
Microsoft Word for Win­
dows a+, $8/hr.
Call 808-5240.
Lawn care help needed by 
Montclair homeowner.
Pays $8/hr. Call (201) 
783-9298, 11 a.m.— 8 p.m., 
or voice mail at 783-5570.
CHILDCARE NEEDED part- 
time to care for my child 
after school plus two 
evenings until 9:30.
Must have own car, 
and references.
Call (201) 509-0988.
After School Childcare: 2-3 
days/wk. three children. 
Homework, dinner, play. 
Now and fall. Must love 
children, education major 
or experience helpful call 
744-3318.
Full time summer Child­
care: three children. Drive 
to camps, pool, need lots of 
energy, love kids. Educa­
tion major or experience 
helpful. Call 744-3318.
D’Jais Nightclub and Cafe in 
Belmar, New Jersey. Sum­
mer Jobs Available, start­
ing in May. Positions avail­
able: Prep cooks, pizza 
maker, line cook, waiter/ 
waitress, busperson, utility 
person, host/hostess, 
counter help (cashiers), 
barback, floor security, 
bartenders, promotional 
assistants. Call for an inter­
view: (908) 681-0625. Or 
apply in person: D’Jais - 
1801 Ocean Ave. Belmar, 
N.J. 07719.
Experienced, creative 
baby-sitter for full-time 
summer job, watching girl, 
7, and boy/girl twins, 4 1/ 
2. Must drive. Start now 
with occasional weekend 
and evening sitting.
Baby-sitter wanted for 
three girls aged 11, 10, 8 
weekends, weekday eve­
nings as needed, nonsmok­
er, reliable, kind, referenc­
es call 201-746-7356.
Renaissance Tutoring. Are 
you struggling in certain 
subjects? Are you afraid to 
ask for help? Don’t be. Call 
for info, on tutoring. Com­
petent tutors available. Call 
744-5847 for more info.
M CAT
DR. BLANK S REVIEW
THE BEST MCA T AND 
DAT PREPARATION 
AVAILABLE! 
Taught by Dr. Bette Blank
20 YEARS O F  RESULTS!
DON'T TAKE A COURSE 
TAUGHT BY STUDENTS
201 - 966-9054
D A T / O AT
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Personals
Interested,
Your gentle manner has certainly caught my 
attention. I had given up hope, believing that 
I might never receive a response, much less a 
decent or sincere one. I value honesty above 
all things in any relationship. May I ask what 
i t  might be that you value most?
SWF
Shredded Twin,
Thank you. U R the Best! A l l  I have to say is 
Zazzall!!
NO NO NO !!
Jamie,
Apartment next semester - Let's get saucy... 
Matt
Stud I
You're interesting...but I ’m not in search of a 
STUD.
SWF
Nothing to lose,
I'm in search of a man who wil l be my 
friend...before anything else.
SWF
Lisa,
We never made i t  out Thurs. night! At least 
we do every loser thing together!
Love, Tomato
I decided I'm going to be a nice personal 
typer today.
Paula,
Thank you for a good time on Saturday.
Omar
To my l i t t le  brother,
Thanks for listening to me and being there for 
me. I love the time we have shared. I am 
really glad we got to know each other.
Love, Your big sister.
Basketball Jones w i l l  be headlining the 
Outdoor Jam instead of Helmet!
Rick,
What flavor coughdrops do you prefer? Maybe 
a cherry one?
Me
It's been a great journey to get to AKPsi.
Only a few more days. Let's stay strong!! 
Eternally Powerful, EP
Delta Kappa Psi -
We had a great time at the orphanage! So 
when are we going back?
Love, Phi Sigma Sigma
Carissa,
Listen to the lyrics and they wil l show the 
way...I f not, f l ip  a coin...2 out of 3?!?
Your BIO
Lisa (D-Phi-E)
Thanks for all you did for me. You are not 
only my big but also my friend.
Love, Keri
Happy Birthday Tomato!
Caroline
Who the hell is Ann Rose!
No really! (Just Kiddin ').
Best Friend
Elena,
Thanks for the help with Spanish and the 
iron!
Matt
To Debra,
Good Luck L it t le!
Jimmy AKY
To: My l i t t le  Anita (AkPsi)
Last week, be strong.
Love Your big MIA
Pledge Juice (AkPsi)
I need some juice, handsome.
???
Fayita (AKPsi)
Love ya, you’ ll do fine. Good luck.
Love you, MIA
Motor Mouth,
Good Luck, you'll do fine.
Love, MIA
To: Epsilon Rho,
Good Luck on Saturday. You'll need it.
Ha! Ha!
Pledges (AKPsi)
Better know everything.
Love, Brothers
To my l i t t le  Tracy,
Stay strong. You are doing great.
Love, Chad (AKY)
SUICIDAL PIGEONS ON HIGHWAY 46! 
Lookout! " I t  just flew onto my hood!"
Kay (AKPsi)
Congrats on MOR.
Love, Mia and Brothers
Dean (AkPsi).
Congrats on VIP.
Love, MIA and Brothers
Nina, Doris, Karen (Phi Sig)
Here we go again, roommate #5. That damn 
lottery - let her clean the bathroom!!
IPSL, Ann Marie
Christine F (Phi Sigma Sigma),
When are you qoing to teach me to rap. 
IPSL, Cari
Jessica,
It 's all in the wrist!
IPSL, Cari 
Glen,
I'm not a lush, NO NO NO!
Micki, Grab a brush and get a copy of All  
Fired Up!
To Delta Kappa Psi,
We really enjoyed going to the orphanage 
with you guys. Anytime you need to do 
community services - you got our number! 
Sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma
Alpha lota Chi INCORPORATED!!!
March 24, 1995
AKY,
S t i l l  naked. S t i l l  co-ed.
Jim
Chrissy,
You fe l l  asleep on me watching "Days." 
Tomato
Nomad,
A certain Psycho-bunny is interested in you. 
Dr. Dizzy
To the cast and crew of Gypsy:
Break a leg (not a grey portal!)
Love, Auntie Jazz
Psycho-bunny,
Told ya I'd do it !
Dr. Dizzy
White Dragon,
Sorry for freaking you out.
Ophelia.
JJO'S is no longer with us, might I remind 
you. But kep that fanmail coming and he just 
might come back.
To my sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma,
O. K. It  doesn't resemble Litt le  Orphan 
Annie, but i t  s t i l l  was a lot of fun!
IPSL, Cari
Blondie, Hong Kong, Lone Ranger, Checkers, 
Cancerboy, Gel, Hair, and Brim.
Love, The Golden Arches
EP-
It 's almost over.
Slick
P. J.
You'll never beat the connect four queen. 
Brothers of AKY,
Thanks for everything this year. You are all 
the best!!
Chad
Dawn (SDT)
Don't eat that fry!
The party's in rm. 317 - Go SDT!
Only 2 Six packs at a time girls!
On no... it's Drew - we're on our way out!! 
Michele
His name is sasquach, not scratch crotch! 
Mu's (SDT)
even though I was the only Lambda, I had a 
really good time with you all at Conclave. 
Love, Sandy
Slick (AKPsi)
I think you forgot to call some people 
especially someone.
From, Brothers
Slick (AKPsi)
Know your l im i t .  Don't get wasted.
From, MIA
Mike (AKPsi)
Congrats on President.
Love, Brothers
Happy Anniversary Theta Zeta and Nu Mu! 
Chad(AKY)
Tammy (AKPsi)
When's the next get together?
Chad (AKY)
Allison and Lisa (D-Phi-E)
You guys are the best! We could have never 
done it without you. Thanks for everything. 
Love, XiClass
To my Lit tle-Juice,
I ' l l  always be here for you before and after 
Honor Court!
Good Luck, Sweetie
To my BIG KAY,
You've been great and I appreciate all the 
help you have given me. There is no other 
BIG I would rather have than you.
"Juice" -EP
Maria,
Thank you for always being around and caring. 
Don
Carlos,
Thanks for forgett ing about me!! It's nice to 
know that I ’m sooo forgettable!
Danny (AKY),
Thankyou for all your help. You're the best 
thing out there.
Love, Denise
Laura (Phi Sig)
He's not out of the shower yet. I ' l l  be there 
soon!
IPSL #112
Solitaire,
The Diamond who through torture and torment 
went to achieve a greatness unknown.
With Utmost Respect M A l6
To Our Neos,
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More Personals
The determination in your hearts brought you 
towards an everlasting sisterhood that you 
earned.
With love, Energizer 
S.T.R.I.A.
We made it  through this semester! Just wait 
t i l l  next semester.
Energizer
See ya Epsilon Rho at Honor Court,
HAVE NO DOUBTS about that!
To the Pledge class o f E.P.
Get ready for a long day.
To Pledge Class E.P.
Hope all of you l ike water!
Juice,
They better help or else, they are going to 
pay Big time!! I'm jus t watching out for my 
l i t t le !
To Maria and Nora,
Once in a while you guys have to tell people 
to F- - - OFF!!
Love, K.
Dean,
Get ready for some real fun next year. It 's 
just going to be you , me and the pledges!
EP
Good luck, you guys w i l l  need i t !
To those who haven't called us, get ready for 
Sat.
From the AKPsi Brothers 
Splash (AKPsi),
Good luck this weekend. Vou wil l do f ine! ! !  
Love, Baby Face
Duff (AKPsi)
Remember "Grace Under Pressure."
Love, Baby face
AKPsi,
Fernt Forever.
From the 4 Horsemen
Duff (AKPsi)
Vou can swim like a fish? Vou are lucky!
Love, Brothers of AKPsi
Pledge RuPaul (AKPsi)
"Vou better work" this week in order to 
prepare for this weekend. Vour big will not be 
able to help, either!
Nicole
Keep up the good work- I ’m proud of you.
Stay strong and I am here for you!
Vour big, Nicole
Joe B. (AKPsi)
A very happy birthday to you! Thanks for 
being a great friend and brother. I appreciate 
i t .
Rookie
Remember though, i t 's  not just sending the 
personal, it's what you say that really counts.
Well, i t  must be the end of the semester, the 
amount of personals are dwindling down. What 
a shame.
Greg
When am I ever going to get a key for the 
office?
Tom
Brian Falzarano
Vou are my idol and the apple of my eye. In
my next life I want to be you.
???????
Victoria
Congratulations on being the f irs t person to 
be fired as a desk assistant. I guess you won’t 
be doing that over the summer.
Tom
JJO’S
I miss your sarcastic comments. It 's just not 
the same without you. Please come back so we 
can once again be "one."
TT
La Organización De Latinos, Sam
No se olviden de las raices que sirven como la Can you believe I ’m sending a personal?
base de su organización. Recuérdense de su Alicia
gente.
En La Unidad Esta La Fuerza!
Two essential 
ingredients
for a perfect
date:
A  date and this.
VISA
4000
-----------------^
4*
j . . -  - - : .a  • -
r .
L - .  ' I P U J S
IX’$ e v e r y  Vv/^ 10re 
•you. w aT tt to  foe.
To my l it t le , Stretch (AKPsi)
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Red Hawks feast on sweeps
By downing Scranton, M SU  wins 4th in row to improve to 23-7
b y , \hrlifiel Cowen
With the NJACplayoffs just two weeks 
away, the Red I lawks have picked a good 
time to put together a winning streak. 
They have won their last four games and 
seem primed for post-season play.
On T u e sd a y , M SI trave led  to 
Scranton, Pa. to take on the Scranton 
Royals.
MSI would return from Scranton after 
sweeping the doubleheader and improv­
ing its record to 23-7. In the first game the 
Red Hawks had little trouble as they 
ripped Scranton 11-4. But game two was 
much closer as MSI pulling out the 5-3 
victory.
Senior center fielder Fran Bcllapianta 
started things off for the Red Hawks. 
Bcllapianta smashed a two-run home run 
that helped ignite a five-run second in­
ning for MSI . Senior All-America Jenn 
Flinn also contributed, blasting a solo 
homer of her own in the fourth. Flinn also 
collected two run-scoring singles in the 
contest.
After taking a beating in game one, 
Scranton was able to battle back and chal­
lenge the Red I lawks in the second game. 
Scranton found a way to slow down MSI ’’s
powerful offense. But they couldn’t find 
a way to generate some offense of their 
own in the night cap.
Sophomore shortstop RoOuzzi ripped 
a bases-loaded triple in the third inningto 
make the score 3-0.
Over the weekend, MSI took on 
NJAC rival Kean College. The Red 
I lawks won both ends of the double- 
header 11-0 and 6-2. Junior right-hander 
Robyn Baron possibly had the best day of 
her career as she pitched a no-hitter in 
game one and won game two after com­
ing in of relief of team m ate Sharon 
Ormsbee.
Baron was untouchable, pitching five 
innings, letting up no hits and no runs in 
game one. She has given the Red I lawks 
solid pitching all season long.
It wasn’t known how much Baron 
would be able to contribute this year 
considering she had shoulder surgery in 
the off season. But she has shed all doubt­
ers with her ability to bounce back.
In the top of the second Baron’s team­
mates knocked three runs across the plate 
to give MSI i an early 3-0 advantage. But 
it wouldn’t stop there. The Red Hawks 
continued on page 34
Anthony Shorn is one of the m am  reasons the Ret/ Hawks have won nine matches in a  raw. 
Shorn, who is 0-1 this year, is also a reason why M SI 'has won a  school-retort/ I I  matches 
this year, breaking the m ark o f h ? last accomplished in /  0S2.
Robyn Baron, a  jun ior right-hander from West M ilford, has won Jive o f her la st six  decisions 
for the Red Hawks. In a donbleheader against Kean on Saturday, Baron tossed her first 
career no-hitter. On Tuesday, she won the opener against Scranton.
Red Hawk Happenings
compiled by the M O N T C L A R IO N  Sports Depariment
IT 'S  BEEN A LO N G  LIM E: Ifyou want to know when the last tim e the MSU 
m en’s tennis team won 10 games, von would have to go all the way back to 1082. 
T hat was then the Red I lawk netters went 10-4 mark, which was the school record 
for wins.
After winning nine consecutive matches, M SU is now 11-3. And, you guessed 
it, this year’s version of the m en’s tennis team has set a new school-record for wins. 
Flic Red I lawks set the record on Tuesday by thrashing SUNY-New Paltz 9-0.
“It’s really been fun because everybody’s been working well (together),” said 
coach Robin Ctieuru. “W e’ve been working together with good support and a lot 
of good practice.”
C ucuru’s squad has been especially impressive at singles. A nthony Shorn, who 
plays at first singles, has lost only once while w inning nine times. Austrian exchange 
student Christoph Kapfer, who will only be here for this season before returning to 
his native country, improved to 12-0 at second singles on the season with a straight- 
set win on Tuesday over SUNY’s Bob Grein 6-1, 6-1. Also, Dan Kanowith — the 
NJAC Player of the W eek — stayed unbeaten and won his team -leading 13th match 
in an easy two-set match over Dennis Ferrando at third singles 6-1, 6-1.
O ther notables for Cueuru have been Pete Beckus and Craig O ’Connell. 
Despite playing at fourth and sixth singles, Beckus and O ’Connell have won 10 
matches apiece, both w inning in straight sets.
IT 'S  N O T  A BA TTLE — IT ’S A WAR: Being the top two Division III lacrosse 
programs in the state, the Red I lawks and Cougars play in a game thathas become 
more than just a battle. ’ I he annual contest betw een the two rivals has been dubbed 
the New Jersey Lacrosse War. Both MSU (7-4), the defending Knickerbocker 
Conference and ECAC champions, and Kean (8-1) will clash under the lights at 
Sprague Field tonight at 8 p.m. to earn bragging rights for a year.
TRA CK  O FF AND RU N N IN G : M SlJ’s m en ’s and wom en’s track and field 
teams competed in the NJAC Track and Field Championships. T h e  m en finished 
fifth with 44 points behind Rowan, while the wom en placed sixth with 15 points 
behind champion Trenton St. Dana Rumpleton finished third in both the triple 
jump and long jump for the Red I lawks.
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freshman center fielder I. J . Sebelle has come on strong for the Red Hawks this \car. The 
native of Morristown is hitting .377 with a homer, 33 RBI, five doubles, three triples and  
. 3 ! t ans scored. Also. he has only committed one error in the field.
N ot quite there yet
Despite 1 7 hits, MSU los to York 10-6
by B ria n  F a/zarano
For MSU’s baseball team, the prob­
lem this season has not been on the offen­
sive end. After all, they have hit well over 
.300 and average ju st under 10 runs per 
game.
It is with their pitching and on defense 
where the Red I lawks have struggled 
thus far. Struggling m ight be too strong to 
describe their troubles; saying they have 
been inconsistent would probably be more 
accurate.
That was the ease on Tuesday after­
noon when York College traveled down 
to Pittscr Field to take on MSI).
Junior righty John Carlon only lasted 2 
2/3 innings, giving up four hits and four 
runs as the Red Haw ks dropped a 10-6 
decision to the Spartans. T h e  loss dropped 
Carlon, who had lost only two games in his 
first two years, to 1-3 on the season.
York came out quickly offensively, off­
setting  the 17 hits they yielded to the Red 
Hawks. However, M SI! (14-8-1), which 
saw  its th ree-gam e w inning streak  
snapped, was unable to come through 
with a key hit in the clutch to make this a 
gam e. Ironic considering MSI! coach 
N orm  Schoenig was saying the other day 
he was pleased that his team was hitting 
so well with runners in scoring position - 
- the  Red I lawks were hitting .382 going 
into the game with runners on base.
Freshm an left fielder Mike M ayer 
cam e off the bench to spark the Spartans.
I Ie had two hits and four RBI, including 
an insurance two-run hom er off of Stan 
Bazydlo in the ninth inning.
Junior designated hitter Tom Vellis, 
w ho has been pretty consistent with the 
bat, w ent 4-for-4, w hile senior third 
basem an Glen S tupienski and senior 
shortstop Tony M artinez had three bits 
apiece. Junior left fielder Chris Roofadded 
three RBI, bringing his NJAC-leading
total to 43 on the season.
O f late, though, MSI! had started to 
play better in all facets of the game. The 
bats have been as powerful as they have 
ever been. And they have only yielded 
nine runs in the past three games, eight of 
them coming in the nightcap of a double- 
header sweep down at Rutgcrs-Camden.
Everything is beginning to com e to­
gether for M S I', as is evidenced by its 
present three-gam e winning streak.
But a string o f games such as the one 
this past w eekend docs not m ake a sea­
son, warns Norm  Schoenig. T here  are still 
12 games to go in the New Jersey Athletic 
Conference season, as well as a few chal­
lenging out o f conference games upcom ­
ing.
“I need to see more,” said Schoenig, 
who is obviously cautious about his team 
right now. “W e need to beat the quality 
teams in the conference or the so-called 
quality teams.”
The Red I lawks have done just that, 
especially this past weekend. After senior 
right-hander C had McConnell tossed a 
complete-gam e shutout over Rutgers 
Newark 4-0, they  went down to Cam den 
and dispatched o f the Pioneers in easy 
fashion in the first game, 16-1. Brian 
Cordeiro, a junior, scattered five hits over 
six innings to pick up his fifth win in as 
many tries this year.
I hat’s the best 1 ’ve seen Brian throw,” 
said Schoenig of the junior, who leads the 
Red Hawk pitching staff in wins, starts, 
innings pitched . “ I le had good velocity 
and located his fastball well.”
Nick L ouridas, a freshm an from 
Wayne, hurled a perfect inningof reliefto 
follow Cordeiro. T hen  Bazydlo, a senior 
reliever who has missed much o f the 
season w ith a rotator cuff problem, came 
on and struck out three while giving up 
continued on page 34
MSU coach Norm Schoenig has played many important games against N./AC rival 
William Paterson in his eight years as head coach a t MSU, bat says today's showdown with 
the Pioneers isn'/ any more important than the rest o f them.
Schoenig says William 
Paterson not that “big”
by Brian Fa ¡zara no -----------------------------------------—
I )on 't tell \  ISC coach Norm Schoenig 
his team ’s contest against William Pater­
son this afternoon is a big game.
And don 't tell him the game -  which 
will be played this afternoon at WPC’s 
W ightman Field at 3:30 p.m. -  is any 
bigger than the Red I lawks game the 
next day at Jersey City St.
“T h e y ’re certainly a rival, but if you 
got three wins for the William Paterson 
game, then I would call it a big game,” 
said Schoenig, whose team  has had its 
share of battles with the Pioneers over 
the years. “But if you win you get a win, 
and if you lose you get a loss.”
G ranted it is still fairly early in the 
season to dub a game crucial to a team’s 
season. But when two teams who are 
heated conference rivals — which the 
Red I Jawksand Pioneers are -c lash  and 
are tied for first place, then this defi­
nitely constitutes a big game.
“T h e  reason why William Paterson is 
a big game because it’s a conference 
game ... Yeah, it's big from a rivalry 
standpoint,” said Schoenig. “W e’ve been 
in some big games with them  over the 
past decade.”
However, the coach quickly adds, 
“[{very' conference game is a biggame to 
me.
William Paterson, perennially one of 
the top teams in the nation, boasts talent 
and d ep th  at nearly every position. 
S o p h o m o re  r ig h t-h a n d e r  Bob 
Slomkowski has been a formidable task 
for the hitters who have faced him. I lis 
battery mate Dan E gbert -  another 
sophomore who caught Slomkowski at 
Rutherford 1 ligh School — has stepped 
in this year and done a nice job offen­
sively and defensively.
Paul Bumbaco, Ed M itchell and 
Manny Perez have wielded big bats, too,
I f  you got three 
wins fo r  the William 
Paterso n game, then 
I  would call it a big 
game. But if you win 
you get a win, and if  
you lose you get a 
loss. ”- M SU coach 
Norm Schoenig.
making outs difficult to come by for 
opposing pitchers.
Senior r ig h t-h a n d e r  C had  
M cConnell draws the assignm ent for 
the Red I lawks. M cConnell (3-0, 2.02 
ERA and 27 strikeouts in 35 2/3 in­
nings) draws the assignment for the 
Red I lawks. I lis performance last Fri­
day against a tough Rutgcrs-Newark 
club — the senior tossed a com plete- 
gam e seven-hit shutout, striking out 
seven in a 4-0 win — indicates he is up 
to the task.
“H e’ll pitch on Thursday because 
he deserves to pitch on Thursday based 
on his performance,” said Schoenig.
RED 11AWK N O TES: Last season, 
M SI downed William Paterson three 
times -  7-6, 15-7 and 6-2. Junior right­
hander John Carlon knocked off the 
Pioneers twice last year.
T he next tim e these two rivals will 
clash will be on M ay 5, which will again 
take place at W ightman f ield..
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Baseball from  page 33
only one hit in the final two innings.
Once again the hats were alive and 
well. Six Red Hawks had at least two hits 
in the contest. Vcllis led the way by smack­
ing a pair of two-run home runs in his five 
at-bats. Also, Stupienski -- another player 
returning from injury -- swung a hot bat, 
going 3-for-4 with a homer, a double and 
four RBI.
“ I think Stupienski is going to help us 
at third base,” said Schoenig, whocan also 
play the senior transfer from the l niver- 
sity of Maine at first base to give fellow 
senior Jason Scavalla some at-bats at des­
ignated hitter. “W ithout his injury, he 
would have been a starter from day one.”
I n the second game — which MSI won 
13-8 — junior left-hander T.J. Costello 
showed signs of returning to last year’s 
form, when he w as 5-0. Costello, who is 
now 3-2, struck out nine batters in bis five 
innings of work. At tbe end of his stint, he 
was not nearly as effective as he was early 
on. When he left the game, he had given 
up two earned runs on five hits.
“We need a performance like that to 
get us into the seventh inning,” said 
Schoenig, noting that shorter stints like 
Costello's put excessive wear and tear on 
his bullpen. “If w e could get a perfor­
mance like that, w e’re in good shape.”
R E D  HAWK N O T E S: Seven NISI 
hitters are hitting at least .375: Stupienski 
(.556), freshman infielder Mike Connelly 
(.467), M artinez (.429), senior th ird
baseman Ralph YeZza (.376), freshman 
center fielder E.J. Scbclle (.369), Roof 
(.387), Vcllis (.354) and Scavalla (.351).
With Stupienski coming on, Schoenig 
has had to make a couple of switches. 
First, Vcllis and Roof have alternate be­
tween left field and designated hitter.
However, Schoenig still can use both 
Vcllis and Roof in the outfield, move 
Stupienski to first base and either put 
Scavalla at the DM spot or insert junior 
Dan Massaro, a tough hitter in any situa­
tion for the Red I Iaw'ks.
It isn’t last year, but Yezza is having 
another solid season. This year, the Oak­
land native has socked three homers, five 
doubles and knocked in 25 runs.
Junior Rick Trainor may only be hit­
ting. 1 67 (10-for-60), but he has started 22 
games for MSI . He has, though, done a 
solid job defensively at second base. The 
junior from Point Pleasant has been error­
less thus far.
Freshman Pat Hoarle has only one hit 
in 10 at-bats, but he made that one count 
by hitting a home run in a game against 
Richard Stockton.
Scavalla, who has always been a solid 
hitter, has continued to punish the bail. 
The senior now has four hom er funs, six 
doubles and 29 RBI in 77 at-bats.
Martinez has really blossomed this year.
I Iere are some notable stats: 38 runs scored, 
four triples, 28 walks, seven stolen bases 
and a .581 on base percentage.
Lacrosse wins another 
battle heading into War
by Sick Gantaifis
Losing your leading scorer can be a 
major problem — especially when the 
season is coming to an end.
T his was the case for the Red I lawks 
re c e n tly , as th e y  lost sophom ore  
m idfielder Frank Morano to a severely 
sprained ankle.
However, MSI (7-4) was fortunate 
enough to come out with two wins in their 
last thee meetings without their leading 
scorer.
Its latest victory came over F D l - 
M adison. Leading only 5-3 at halftim e, 
the Red I lawks scored three goals in the 
third period and two more in the fourth 
to give them selves a 10-6 triumph over a 
struggling Jersey Devil (3-9) squad.
Phe Red Hawks received solid per­
formances from attackm en Mike Bruton 
and M att Klank. Both seniors scored two 
goals each, and sophomore m idfielder 
M ike Como added another tally, plus 
two assists in the w inning effort.
MSI goalkeeper Dan VanNess regis­
tered 13 saves, while Brian Tallman of 
ED I -Madison stopped 19 shots in a los­
ing cause.
Last Thursday, the Red I lawks faced 
Southampton, a game in which they were
leading throughout the first three periods. 
Eventually, they lost in a nailbiter. 16-15.
lip  9-5 at the half, Southampton scored 
six goals in the third period to narrow 
MSU’s lead to 13-11. In the fourth, the 
Red Hawks let up five goals to fall in 
defeat.
Once again, attackmen Bruton and 
Klank led the Red Hawks with four goals 
apiece, wh i le Como had a hat trick. Sopho­
more midfielder Dennis G rune of Lin­
coln Park added an assist.
RED HAWK NOTES: Tonight, the 
Red Hawks will renew a fierce rivalry 
with Kean College in the annual New 
Jersey Lacrosse War. This is a very im­
portant conference match. Morano is 
doubtful for Thursday, but hopes to come 
back on Saturday against M anhattanville 
at Sprague Field.
MSL won the Knickerbocker Confer­
ence and the EC AC championship last 
season.
A week ago from last Tuesday, the Red 
I lawks scored 15 goals to defeat a weak 
and unimpressiveSUNY-Maritime squad 
15-7. Bruton and junior attackm an Rich 
Skalaski added a hat trick apiece, while- 
senior attackm an Jim Nugent scored two 
goals in the win.
Softball from p ag e 32
exploded for six runs in the fourth while 
Baron continued to shut down the Kean 
offense.
As in the past the Red Hawks, who hit 
well in the first game, found themselves 
searching for answers as they scored only 
one run through four innings in game two.
Orm sbee pitched well in those first 
four innings allowing only two runs on 
four hits. But Kubicka was in search of a
spark late in the game with her team 
trailing 2-1. After Baron’s performance in 
game one, it seem ed fit to use her as the 
spark the club needed.
MSI! responded as they were finally 
able to put together a productive inning, 
scoring four runs in the top of the fifth to 
take a 5-2 lead.
Baron threw two more innings, letting 
up only one hit to earn another win.
You like to write, 
right? Well, w e 
need writers. 
C om e down to the
MONTCLARION,
Student C enter 
Room 113 today 
for m ore details.
IA  P A C IF IC A
A 3-part graphic novel starting in November.
Written by Joel Rose and Amos Poe. Featuring art by Tayyar Ozkan. 
Suggested for mature readers.
§  PARADOX M V5IERV
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O n  th e  Ball
. ... .......... ....... """■ " "
by Brian Falzarano
A look at contenders, 
pretenders and stars
I ,ct the hype begin.
Although it has not officially begun 
yet, the NBA Playoffs promise to be one 
of the betterones in recent history. With 
as many as nine team s capable of win­
ning 50 games—  m any with legitimate 
shots at winning the title — there should 
he no shortage ofexcitcm cnt come April 
27.
P rom this observers eyes, here are 
some things toexpcct, to look forward to 
and some things to make von misty- 
eyed because they are not or cannot 
happen.
U PSET SPECIA LS — NOT: D e­
sp ite  the fact tha t people question 
w hether or not Orlando has what it takes 
that to win a playoff series, let alone a 
championship, they will win. After all, 
they are playing a Boston team with a 
soft frontline and not much in the 
backcourt.
Another upset that won’t happen is 
the winner of Seattle-Phoenix against 
Portland. Portland does have a lot of 
playoff experience, and the Blazers are 
deep  and strong in the frontcourt. But 
their backcourt is week. As the saying 
goes, they’ve seen better davs.
T H E Y ’RE RA RE CO M PARED 
T O  AIR: With all of the players in the 
N  BA, there is one obvious choice for the 
player to watch out for in the playoffs. 
T h is  is none other than Michael Jordan. 
Jordan, whocan erup t for 60 points faster 
than anybody in the league, will be a 
prime reason that team s such as the 
Knicks will not want to meet his C hi­
cago Bulls in the second round of the 
playoffs.
T H E R E  IS A G O D : Maybe it was 
not because of d iv ine intervention. 
Rather, it was an act o f ineptitude. E i­
ther way, justice has been served by 
m aking Derrick Colem an and Kenny 
Anderson stay home and quit their in­
cessant whining. As for the Nets, who 
m ake their most brilliant statements by 
writing them on their shoes, my buddy 
Joe Irianne put it best when he said, 
“Can you say ping pong balls?”
DARK HORSES: T hey’re out on 
the left coast. T he I ,.A. Lakers will put 
a scare into the loser of the Seattle- 
Phoenix game on Sunday. Vlade Divac 
was off when he said the Lakers could 
win it all, but the I ,akers can easily win 
a round or two.
W ith the defense they play, the 
Cleveland Cavaliers could steal a round.
But since they are playing the Knicks, let’s 
just say that extending the series to five 
games is something of a moral victory for 
Mark Price and his hunch.
BEST F IR S T  ROUND M A TCII UP: 
There are a couple — Knicks-CIcveland, 
Chicago-Charlottc and even San Antonio- 
Dcnvcr could be well-plaved series. But 
the best series is the I atkers versus the loser 
of the Phocnix-Scattle contest. Del I larris’ 
team matches up well with both of those 
teams.
W E’VE G O T  S O M E T H IN G  T O  
PROVE: Charles Barkley, to prove his team 
can win a title as his career winds down. 
And the entire Seattle and Orlando teams, 
just to show that last year was only a fluke.
WATCH ou r FOR TH E SE  GUYS: 
There are players who should come up big 
in the playoffs. Among them will be Nick 
Van Exel and Cedric Ccballos of the Lak­
ers; Horace Grant and Nick Anderson of 
Orlando; Utah’s je ff  Hornacek; BryantStith 
of Denver; Indiana’s RikSmits; and Charles 
Oakley of the Knicks.
THEY’RE N O T  T H E  ONLY ONES: 
Other players who will step their already 
impressive games up another notch will be 
Karl Malone and John Stockton o f Utah; 
David Robinson and Dennis Rodman of 
San Antonio; Barkley; Patrick Ewing and 
John Starks o f the Knicks; Jordan and Scot- 
tie Pippcn of the Bulls; and Reggie Miller 
of the Pacers.
T H E  CRYSTAL BALL SAYS: San 
Antonio and Knicks go to the finals. The 
Spurs down Utah in five in the Western 
Conference finals, while the Knicks get by 
the Bulls in seven.
This means you have a Spurs-Knicks 
final. The Spurs are too deep, too diverse 
and too talented for the Knicks. San Anto­
nio in six.
TEAM T H A T  FALLS FLA T: The 
Magic lose in the second round to the Bulls, 
who have Jordan, Pippen and Kukoc to 
offset Anfernee Hardaway and Anderson.
PARTING SHOTS
This is only a rumor, but I ,T  is supposed 
to be coming back to wrestling once again.
Say it ain’t so, L T . You weren’t bad the 
first time. But regardless of how m uch full 
Vince McMahon is makingyour pockets, is 
it worth it to becom e a part of his circus?
Finally it will be sad to watch football 
next season and not see Joe Montana.
See you in seven.
Point/ Counterpoint
Sports Editor Urn/// h /ilz/ir/ino Tmts/trcr Tom Tn/cx
Who arc the top five picks in the NFL Draft
W ithout any further adieu, here are 
the top five picks in the N F L  Draft:
1. Carolina. Although they don’t have 
the offensive line, they will not pass up 
Penn St. running hack Ki-Jana Carter.
2. Jacksonville. USC’ offensive tackle 
Tony Boselli isagoodguy tocentcrvour 
line around.
3. I Iouston. They won’t pick Steve 
McNair here. Rather, Kevin Carter, a 
defensive end from Florida, is the pick 
here.
4. Washington. Fora team that needs 
everything, Miami's Warren Sapp should 
do the trick.
5. Cincinnati. Despite having Jeff 
Blake, the pussycats will take Kerry 
Collins of Penn St.
As for the Giants, they w ill go for an 
offensive lineman. And the Jets will grab 
a receiver or a defensive lineman.
I can't predict who the so called “draft 
experts” ofthe NI L w ill select, but here 
are my top five:
1. Carolina. If they don't trade the 
pick, then they will select quarterback 
Kerry Collins of Penn St.
2. Jacksonville. I SC offensive tackle 
Tony Boselli. T h e y ’ll need someone to 
protect the quarterback.
3 .1 Iouston. Steve McNair from Alcorn 
St. ora prominent defensive player.
4. Washington. They might trade up 
to get the num ber one pick. If they do 
that, then they will take running back Ki- 
Jana Carter from Penn St.
5. Cincinnati. Big Daddy needs some­
one to play with on the defensive line. 
They'll take Warren Sapp from Miami
T he Giants will most likely draft an 
offensive lineman. T he Jets will waste 
their pick just like they do every year.
Red Hawks Sports W eek
Baseball:
Today, April 20 MSU at William Paterson 3:30 p.m.
Friday, April 21 MSU at Jersey City St. 3:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 22 Rowan at MSU (2) $ 12 noon
Tuesday, April 25 Western Conn. St. at MSU $ 3:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 26 Adelphi at MSU $ 3:30 p.m.
Softtball:
Saturday, April 22 William Paterson at MSU (2) % 1 p.m.
Tuesday, April 25 Georgian Court at MSU (2) % 3 p.m.
Lacrosse:
Today, April 20 Kean at MSU (NJ Lacrosse War) * 8 p.m.
Saturday, April 22 Manhattanivlle at MSU * 8 p.m.
W ednesday, April 26 Pace at MSU * 8 p.m.
M en’s Tennis:
Saturday, April 22 MSU at Vassar 1 p.m.
Monday, April 24 Caldwell at MSU & 3:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 26 Kutztown at MSU & 4 p.m.
$ - Pirtser Field. %  - Red I lawk Quarry.  * - at Sprague Field. & - at Red Hawk Courts
i
To find out results on the 
latest happenings in MSI I sports, call the Red 
Hawks Sports Hotline at 655-7645 today!
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